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1. Executive summary
As a subject of this study, the growing industry of alternative financial services (AFS) has
been selected. Considerably ambivalent phenomenon of AFS can be understood as both
representing a socially more embedded and responsible alternative to traditional banking
system (during crisis less accessible for lower-income consumers), and as a potentially
threatening the same vulnerable social groups. The field of AFS has become very dynamic
during the Great Recession; it gained a new momentum in the last decade also thanks to its
shift towards online forms of service provision. For further research, the Consumer
Protection in AFS through Online Financial Education has been identified as the innovation
stream with the highest exploratory potential.
Our approach combines longitudinal perspective of process tracing method and crosscountry comparison. In each country, various processes and relevant phenomena in CPAFS
have been observed and individual actors, their goals, motivations and relationships were
analysed. Subsequently, a comparison of these processes was conducted among selected
countries and the conclusions were drawn.

Three major types of data were used. The first were the documents and materials related
to the development of online education projects under study. All country teams performed
several semi-structured interviews both with insiders and bystanding experts. This
provided key information for the tracing the evolution of selected cases in countries under
the study - the data related to the process tracing and data feeding the joint QCA analysis.

As the units of analysis, the SI projects were selected using desk research, expert
interviews and media analysis. In the next step, an online network analysis was conducted
in order to map the strategic action field. Finally, all generated online projects were coded
for their organizer, target group, method of education, main sponsor and age and
hierarchical cluster analysis was applied in order to select two projects representing most
different groups of projects in each country. Subsequently, 2 core projects per country
were chosen.
Country field comparison can be briefly summarized as follows. The gradual transition of
educational projects from offline to online form can be traced both in the Czech Republic
and Spain, in a limited way also in Denmark. Online form thus actually represents an
innovation enabling broader impact. A common feature of all three compared systems is
the partnership principle. However, the partnership takes different shapes within
individual national settings in terms of the leadership and level of participation. In the
Danish context, consumer protection is driven by partnerships among the government,
municipalities and various civil society organizations. Spain is typical by the crucial role of
wide cooperative networks of actors with the emphasis on alternative and solidarity
economy principles. On the contrary, in the Czech Republic, business is very often one of
the pillars of the innovation process, while other sectors do not play such significant role.
The type of the partnership is reflected also in the field dynamism which has been both
top down and bottom up, representing broader trends within the national contexts.
The financial and economic crisis influenced the national systems in a diferent ways. In
Denmark, the direct impact on consumers may be evaluated as moderate. In the Czech
Republic, the financial crisis worsened the availability of bank loans, especially for people
with lower incomes while in Spain, economic crisis resulted in a general distrust towards
4

the traditional banking system and financial markets with several substantial institutional
consequences.
All the analysed projects focus on vulnerable groups threatened by over-indebtedness and
the subsequent poverty and other social, economic and even criminal problems. Such
groups are of a wide spectre and cannot be easily categorized.

Voluntary engagement appeared to be a relevant factor in Spain and Denmark, while it is
relatively minor in the Czech model which is given by the leading role of business in the
examined partnerships. We can also trace unengaged forms of volunteering in Denmark
and Spain, whereas there are none in the Czech Republic.

From the perspective of a combination of de-commodification and stratification we cannot
make an unambiguous conclusion. Based on our data, both de-commodification and level
of stratification is rather low in the Czech Republic, while in Denmark the social
stratification in the field is considered low, while level of de-commodification is high. In
Spain, the stratification in the field was considered relatively higher in comparison with
the stratification on the national level while the de-commodification was found to be
moderate.

Major actors were also carefully examined. In the Czech Republic they come from the
sphere of profit as both the project funders and also initiators of the activities themselves.
The third sector organization is involved in one project as an organizer; however, the
project is based on cooperation with a partner from the private sector. Contrary to this,
the engagement of the third sector organizations in the SI activities is essential in
Denmark. While actors from the market are not taking part in the selected projects, the
third sector organizations are those who initiate and organize them, with the financial
support of state. Additionally, the engagement of the third sector organizations
(cooperating sometimes with the state and sometimes with the business actors) in the
field is substantial in Spain as well.
The orientation towards social needs is common for all third sector organizations across
three countries, as expected. The private sector actors, however, direct themselves
towards different market objectives. As observed, the organizational value sets are highly
pro-social in all third sector organizations, regardless the country of origin. Solidarity and
caring are, nevertheless, values that can be detected on a lower level in the private
organizations as well.
As far as country differences are considered, we can identify a similar degree of
organizational culture openness in major actors in Denmark and Spain. Czech Republic
represents an exception, since characteristics of internal organizational culture varies
significantly between organizations under study. High external organisational openness is
a key attribute of all actors, contributing to the selected SI activities across all three
countries.

The low resource intensity was detected particularly in the third sector organizations in
all analysed countries. Contrary to this finding, the market actors seem to incur
transaction costs in greater extent.
In all observed cases, actors are rich in number of stakeholder connections as well as in
the strength of their relations. Especially Danish and Spanish actors are also very well
5

embedded into local or regional communities. All major actors can be characterized by low
diversity of financial resources.

The strong interconnection between advocacy work and service provision was identified
particularly in the third sector organizations (except the Czech case). Market actors, who
are mostly focused on service provision exhibit, on the other hand, lower or even no
linkage between these two activities.

The external pressure that is put on actors is diverse in all selected countries as well as its
perception of it. While the Czech actors consider external pressures as significantly
influencing their activities, actors in Denmark feel rather dependent, while actors in Spain
feel quite independent from them. High regulation of the field in terms of legislation
affects especially market actors and their behaviour than the third sector organizations.
The most striking difference was identified in relation to the involvement of volunteers.
The Czech actors, even from the third sector, mostly do not engage volunteers into their
activities. Voluntary engagement is, however, very strong in context of Denmark and
Spain. In addition, in these two countries, unengaged forms of volunteering were observed
as well.

Substantial aspects of the selected SI stream in all countries are represented by the
disruptiveness and strength of the innovation. We identified the innovation as rather
radical in the Czech case, more incremental (or less radical) in the case of Spain and rather
incremental in the case of Denmark. As for ‘strength’ of the innovation, in terms of timing,
the innovation was earliest in the Spanish case and evolved rather moderately, emerged
later in the Czech case but was more extensive here, and the last country hit by this
innovation was Denmark, which also witness the least extensive evolution of this
innovation. In terms of quality or scope of the innovation in selected countries, some
differences may be also identified and different patterns were observed in the originality
of the social innovation, too. The most demanding evaluation of the strength of social
innovation appeared to be its impact – both in terms of its capacity to affect individuals
and its substantiality. According to the data, financial education via online tools has been
strongest in the Czech case, medium-low in Spain and rather low in Denmark.

As a notable by-product of the research, identifying the different role of the business
actors can be named. In Denmark, business is employed in a „non-profit“ manner, while in
Spain we can identify significant element of social entrepreneurship. On the other hand,
almost strictly for-profit motives of the Czech private actors have been found, although in
a form of CSR.
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2. The social innovation stream across the Czech Republic, Spain and Denmark
According to OECD, financial services providers are generally expected to adopt equitable
and fair treatment of consumers as an integral part of their business culture. Regarding
the treatment of financial consumers it is often demanded to treat them equitably,
honestly and fairly at all stages of their relationship with financial service providers.
Special attention should be dedicated to the needs of vulnerable groups. Financial services
providers should ensure that vulnerable consumers are provided with reasonable
arrangements and/or assistance that may be necessary to facilitate them in their dealings
with the financial services providers (OECD, 2014).

The alternative financial services (AFS) industry is growing as increasing numbers of
consumers are unable to access the traditional banking system. That was exactly the
situation worsened by the financial crisis when indebted people could not meet the
traditional banks requirements. Like banks, AFS providers offer access to cash and/or
credit. AFS services include subprime services such as sms loans, small loans, car
financing, or home equity lending. Sometimes, AFS can be substantially more expensive
than traditional banking services, and may involve unfair and deceptive practices
(although it is not often recognized by the consumer in time). The primary goal of state
and government policy should be to assure equal consumer protection for the customers
of both traditional and alternative financial services. Consumers who use AFS services
should have access to fairly priced alternatives, and be provided with information to make
informed choices. In addition, when consumers use AFS services, they should be protected
from unfair and predatory practices that can lead to a long-term “financial treadmill”
(Hermanson & Gaberlavage, 2001).
The nature of the AFS is very ambivalent. AFS can be understood as both representing a
socially more embedded and responsible alternative to official banking system (and in fact
protect citizens against its pitfalls), and as a potentially threatening the citizens and
various vulnerable social groups (and consequently in need of socially innovative
measures to protect them). In such an exceptional framework we can expect that social
innovations related to the consumer protection in this field may take various shapes and
follow various logics. Moreover, there can be expected significant role of the TSOs as the
creators of the social innovations (this assumption is derived from the traditional
functions of the nonprofit sector (value guardians, watch-dogs, etc.)).
For a purpose of our analysis, we narrowed down the field to the consumer protection in
alternative financial services (CPAFS). Such a step had several reasons. First of all, the area
of the finances is so extensive that in order to use effectively a small-N comparative design
we needed to focus on a very concrete set of issues in order to fulfil the main goal of the
initial phase of the research - to identify a set of socially innovative patterns that have
been further studied and analysed in a comparative manner in order to depict the role of
the third sector in the processes of social innovations under different circumstances and
constellations of other actors and broader cultural-political settings (cf. Hyánek V.;
Navrátil J.; Figueroa, M.; Tygstrup, C.; José Sanzo, M.; Álvarez, L., Álvarez, B.; ReyGarcía, M.;
Felgueiras, M. (2015)).
Apart from methodological reasons, there were also content-related ones. The field of AFS
has become very dynamic before but especially during the Great Recession: while its roots
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are several centuries old, it gained a new momentum in the last decade in many countries.
It is notable that a number of these services began to be provided online, either via the
Internet or telephone networks.

In the initial phase of the research, following SI streams were chosen as potentially
suitable for further analysis: Web applications/online initiatives, Financial education,
Peer-to-peer lending, COOP networks, Crowdfunding platforms/sites, Timebanking. After
that, we started a process of eliminating the less suitable SI streams and consequently
selection of the most suitable one. The selection process was based on the desk research,
media and document analysis and field experts interviews.
Logic of the selection process was as follows. We rank the stream of Timebanking as the
least relevant. Since this trend is not present in the Czech Republic in any form, and is
recognized by others as the one with low priority within CPAFS, we rejected it as an
unjustified subject for a future study.

Another stream with low comparative potential is the case of COOP networks. Even
though COOP networks is a trend that is considered important in Spain (as a result of
radical changes in financial markets and distrust of traditional financial institutions) it
does not provide us with full comparative potential, since there is very limited experience
with the innovation in the Czech Republic, if any.
Two streams that embody innovations with certain potential, but are not perceived as
having the greatest priority are Peer-to-peer lending and Crowd-funding platforms
streams. These streams are highly popular and certainly inspiring, but their relationship to
consumer protection is rather loose. Especially peer-to-peer lending may even be a
potential threat to consumer safety.

Finally, we managed to deliver streams with the highest exploratory potential within
CPAFS. As a result of research based on expertise of researchers from the consortium,
combined with information gathered from expert consultations, we have selected Web
applications/online initiatives and Financial Education as streams with the greatest
insight into understanding social innovations and influence of key actors. From now on,we
talk about the CPAFS through Online Financial Education.

We consider both innovation streams as highly significant, as these are dynamic tools of
consumer protection, helping consumers to fight information asymmetry and a lack of
transparency and fairness in an area traditionally connected to the provision of quick
loans and other products of alternative financial services provided to citizens usually
without access to services of standard financial institutions. Moreover, this stream
combination is highly relevant because it is present in all our countries and thus can be
easily and in a valid manner studied across them. Web applications/online initiatives and
Financial education represent innovation streams of highest importance in the field of
CPAFS, which provide us with high explanatory prospects in relation to the objectives of
our study. These streams represent quite broad phenomena; therefore, we aim to explore
rather their combination or mixture in which both new communication technologies and
education/information provision for consumers in AFS are always present. In other
words, we aim at studying some of the social innovations that are characteristic of the
usage of online media and education of vulnerable customers of AFS such as the elderly,
youths, minorities, excluded groups etc. For more detailed information see Hyánek, V.,
Navrátil, J., Placier, K. (2015).
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Since projects of online financial education have emerged mostly in recent years
(according to the information obtained from coding of the projects by country teams and
expert interviews), we traced their origins no further back than to the year 2000.
According to the interview with Danish expert, since 2000 the media have increased their
online presence, bringing information concerning the social and economic problems
connected with or caused by the debt problems in the society as well as projects of
counselling (Interviewee 12, 2016). Moreover, this time point have brought not only the
boom of loans followed by slight increase in indebtedness of Czech population as well as
slight increase in defaulting loans, but also a new legislation about consumer contract
included in the Czech Republic (Interviewee 3, 2016; Interviewee 7, 2016).

We are aware that some projects could appear as a result of transformation of traditional
financial education activities with long history into new online format. However, tracing
such projects to their very origin (e.g. back to the last century) is not necessary, since we
are interested in their online phase and in actors, activities and conditions which closely
preceded them.

Finally, according to the cluster analyses, following projects were chosen. Czech Republic:
Read before you sign! (2005 – 2016) and Financial Education (since 2008), Denmark: Debt
counselling project for single parents on Lolland, Falster and Guldborgsund municipalities
(2012) and Back on Your Feet (since 2009), Spain: Red de Educación Financiera (since
2009) and Economía Solidaria (since 2007).
Milestones and general trends that are shared across countries

As different as the three analyzed countries, the projects in the field varies too. All the
three national systems represent dissimilar settings and finding common milestones is
rather difficult task. Obviously, within the SI stream a gradual common trend from offline
to online forms of projects is evident. On the other hand, there are some milestones that
have international overlap and influence. These particular milestones are associated with
the OECD and the EU and their regulatory and advisory activities. In addition, some of
these milestones are also related to the Great Recession. The recession has not obviously
had the same course in all analyzed countries, but its consequences certainly were
important milestones in all these countries.

2005 OECD Improving Financial Literacy -the first major study of financial education at
the international level, identifying and analysing financial literacy surveys in member
countries and evaluating the effectiveness of financial education programmes and
introduces the OECD Council Recommendation on Principles and Good Practices for
Financial Education and Awareness.
2005 Recommendation on Principles and Good Practices for Financial Education
Awareness.
2007 Green Paper on Retail Financial Services in the Single Market; According to the Green
Paper, financial education is in the responsibility of individual Member States.
2007 Communication from the Commission: Financial Education (COM (2007)0808).

2008 Directive 2008/122/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 January.
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2008 Creation of the OECD International Network on Financial Education (INFE).
2008 Consumer Credit Directive (2008/48/EC).

2008 Recommendation on Good Practices for Financial Education Relating to Private
Pensions (These Good Practices were adopted by the OECD Council).
2008 EU establishes the Expert Group on Financial Education.

2009 Report on the evaluation of Directive 2008/122/EC of the European Parliament and
of the Council of 14 January 2009 on the protection of consumers in respect of certain
aspects of timeshare, long-term holiday product, resale and exchange contracts.
2009 Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on
injunctions for the protection of consumers' interests (2009/22/ES).

2009 Recommendation on Good Practices on Financial Education and Awareness Relating
to Credit.

2011 The Directive on Consumer Rights (2011/83/EC) aims at achieving a real businessto-consumer (B2C) internal market, striking the right balance between a high level of
consumer protection and the competitiveness of enterprises.

2011 Common principles on consumer protection in the field of financial services
endorsed at G20 meeting on 14th - 15th October 2011.

2012 The OECD Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) conducted the
first financial literacy assessment of 15-year-old students in 18 countries and economies.
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3.

Methods

3.1 Data resources
The key research design of this WP is the process tracing of selected representatives of
social innovation stream in the field of alternative financial services. In other words, we
aim at qualitative description of causal mechanisms and processes leading to an
emergence and constituting the evolution of selected “websites specializing in education
and awareness-raising of any potentially vulnerable social groups (ethnic minorities, elderly
citizens, children and students etc.)”, including the analysis of their key actors, institutions
and context. Here we aim at “thick description” - condensed description of every aspect of
the project (goals, actors, stakeholders, resources, strategies) and identification of

important non-personal data sources that would enable its description (primary
documents, databases, media articles, social networks etc.). Consequently we aimed
at triangulation of various data and used three major types of resources.

The first were the documents and materials related to the development of online
education projects under study. These were typically retrieved from existing databases,
journals, academic publications and the media.
Second, we used the data on websites and their interconnection that were generated via
online tools (see https://www.issuecrawler.net/) (see next section of this chapter).

Third and most important data source were the interviews. All country teams performed
several semi-structured interviews which provided key information for the tracing the
evolution of selected cases in countries under the study. Basically, two types of
interviewees were differentiated: those with insiders and those with bystanding experts.

Insiders are the representatives of organizations and groups that relate directly to the
innovation under the study (see the sampling of projects) and are somehow involved in
the project or exert an influence on it. There are two types of information to be gained
from them - first, the data related to the process tracing and, second, data that fed joint
QCA analysis.
Apart from the insiders, we also identified and selected other important persons that
viewed the project evolution from outside - i.e. bystanding experts (representatives of
regulators, observers such as regional or national politicians, public administration,
academics, media, watchdogs, professional associations etc.). This is important especially
for the increase of the validity of our observations based largely on interviews with
participants in the projects. In other words, we aimed at triangulating our data sources
that we used for tracing back the processes and mechanisms that led to the foundation and
development of particular SI project.
In the Czech Republic, 7 interviews lasting between 45 min and 1,5 h were conducted. 4
with insiders from organizations running or directly contributing to the selected projects
(2 insiders related to “Read before you sign!”, 2 related to “Financial Education”), 3 with
11

bystanding experts (representative of public administration, NGO focusing on consumer
protection, and academia).
In Denmark, 7 interviews lasting between 30 min and 40 min were conducted. 4 with
insiders from organizations running selected projects or from projects themselves (2
insiders related to Debt advice in Lolland and Guldborgsund and 2 related to Back on your
feet) and 3 with bystanding experts (2 from academia and 1 from public administration).

In Spain, 9 interviews were conducted lasting between 1h and 2,5h were conducted. 4
with insiders from organizations participating at the selected projects (3 related to
Economía Solidaria and 1 related to Red de Educación Financiera) and 5 with bystanding
experts (2 from public administration, one from NGO and 2 from commercial
organizations).
3.2 Mode of selection, sampling and/or recruitment
The SI projects were selected in the following way: in the first step, 10-20 most important
websites providing financial education in the field of alternative financial services were
identified in each country by means of desk research, expert interviews and media
analysis. In the next step, an online network analysis was conducted in order to generate
further online education projects via co-link method.

In the next step, we used all generated SI projects and conducted a snowball analysis in
order to map their “online worlds” or strategic action fields. In other words, we mapped
the online context of all SI projects by listing all references to other websites and by
classifying these websites as non-profit, profit, state or media. This enabled us to describe
the prevailing types of context of SI projects in particular countries.

12

Figure 1: Snowball method generating SI projects (Czech Republic)

Figure 2: Snowball method generating SI projects (Spain)
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Figure 3: Snowball method generating SI projects (Denmark)

Finally, all generated online projects were coded for their organizer, target group, method
of education, main sponsor and age and hierarchical cluster analysis was applied in order
to select two projects representing most different groups of projects in each country (see
Figures 4, 5 and 6). Here we need to point out that selection of only 2 core projects per
country might not comprehensively cover the stream in its complexity and diversity.
However, this reduction will be compensated by a deep focus on each project during the
process tracing phase of the research.
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Figure 4: Results of cluster analysis - Czech Republic

Figure 5: Results of cluster analysis - Denmark
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Figure 6: Results of cluster analysis - Spain
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3.3 Type/mode of interview, recording and transcription
All interviews conducted were semi-structured as the main structure of the interviews
was prepared in advance.

The structures differed according to the position of interviewee. Following set of topics
was prepared for bystanding experts:
-

-

Mapping of context and conditions: here we asked about ambient conditions
especially in cultural, political and economic context
Identification of important milestones and crossroads in the field
Confrontation with identified projects (SI activities)
Description of the field level for QCA: de-commodification and stratification,
description of the dynamics of the field in comparison to other European countries
with relative evaluation on a scale of 3 points (see Common guide for ITSSOIN case
work)
Description of the outcome for QCA: disruptiveness of the innovation evaluated on a
scale of 3 points (see Common guide for ITSSOIN case work)

Following set of topics was prepared for insiders:
-

Contextual mapping: ambient conditions in cultural, political and economic context, as
another ideas from insiders
- Brief identification of important milestones and crossroads in the field
(These questions were asked mostly to uncover missing information from bystanding
experts.)
- Project mapping as a part of process tracing: to describe the origin, evolution and
current status of the project:
- What is the origin of the project?
- Why did it appear - did it appear as a response to some kind of
social demand?
- Who are the main stakeholders and what were their roles (e.g.
Who is the founder/founders of the project? What were their
motives for establishing it? Who was running and/or financing the
project from the very beginning? Has this changed?)
- How the project has been evolving and what are important factors
influencing the development?
- What is the current state of the project?
For details on the structure of interviews please see Appendix (1, 2).
3.4 Description of COMMON coding framework

The most important part of the joint coding framework was a scheme for a standardized
description of causal stories of selected online projects and their environment. All
partners were instructed to produce a causal story per each SI project mapping

important project’s milestones, broken down to actors, activities, external
conditions (e.g. campaign supporting consumer protection etc.). First, the stories of
the selected projects - i.e. the processes were described in much detail (thick
17

description) and then a joint summarizing timeline of all projects was produced in
a following fashion (see Table 1).

Table 1: Coding framework for CPAFS case studies
element

time point 1
(example:
8/2007)

activity 1

time point 2

actor 1

0 (absent)
1

0

(example: fund
provision to
project)

1 (present)

ext. condition
1 (example:
financial
crisis)

0

0

1

ext. condition
X

0

1

1

actor X
(example:
central bank)

1
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4. Country perspectives on the social innovation stream
Consumer protection in finance is an urgent topic of high importance often discussed
within the international community. One of the means how to contribute to protection of
consumers is development and implementation of financial education on international as
well as national level. OECD considers financial education as a part of a wider policy
approach, which includes the proper regulation of the industry as well as protection of
individual consumers. It also calls on individual governments to develop national
strategies for financial education. Additionally, the European Union is also active in the
area of financial education of its Member states.
“The members of the Expert Group on Financial Education, based on their practical
experience, confirm the compelling need for financial education of European consumers who
face increasing responsibility for their personal finance and – consequently – bear more and
more financial risks.” (Report on First meeting of the Expert Group on Financial Education,
2008)

All three analyzed countries, as member states of OECD and the European Union are
therefore taking account to recommendations arising from OECD as well as obliged to
follow directives and legislation coming from the EU in the field of consumer protection
and subsequently financial education. However, there are noticeable differences in a way,
how is financial education implemented, who are the central actors and what forces stand
behind the dynamism of the field in respective countries. Moreover, differences in
socioeconomic status of receivers of financial education and digital divide in relation to
the online dimension of SI activities are in the focus of the analysis as well.
4.1. CPAFS through Online Financial Education in the Czech Republic
4.1.1. Specific focal points and milestones of the SI stream

The development of the SI stram was influenced by several focal points and milestones
(e.g. changes in legislation, changes in socio-economic conditions, possibilities of funding)
that have shaped consumer protection by means of online financial education projects in
the Czech Republic. Below we provide a list of those of the highest importance.
● 2001 The legislation about consumer contract included in Law No. 40/1964 Coll.
Civil Code, due to transposing Directive 1987/102 EHS.
● 2001 Boom of lending followed by slight increase in indebtedness of Czech
population as well as slight increase in defaulting loans.
● 2002 Law No. 321/2001 Coll. on certain conditions arranging consum streamer
loans and amending Law No. 64/1986.
● 2004 The Czech Republic joining the European Union (1.5.2004) is an act
perceived as one of the most important milestones, since it brought obligation to
include consumer protection into the legislation.
● 2005 Beginnings of public awareness about increasing indebtedness of population
through media.
● 2005 The first campaign and online project of financial education Read before you
sign! in media (TV spots), public spaces (posters) and on the internet.
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● 2005 The Office for the Protection of Competition initiated administrative
proceedings with the three biggest banks in the Czech market on suspicion of
cartel. The cartel was not confirmed, however opened public discussion about
unfair practices and consumer protection in finance.
● 2005 the Ministry of Finance and the Czech Banking Association created a
memorandum no. 1870/05 “Improvement of conditions in the banking sector” in
relation to the case of the cartel.
● 2005 Resolution of the Government of the Czech Republic No. 1594, of 7th
December 2005, which imposes foundation of the Expert Working Group for
Financial Sector and preparatory work on the System of Creating Financial
Literacy at Primary and Secondary Schools. The System was created the same year
by the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports and by the
Ministry of Industry and Trade.
● 2006 Meetings of representatives of the Ministry of Finance, the Czech National
Bank and the Czech Banking Association on account of need to protect consumers
on financial market.
● 2006 A survey on financial literacy of the population conducted by the Czech
Banking Association.
● 2006 Foundation of the Expert Working Group for Financial Sector and the
Working Group for Financial Education, chaired by the Ministry of Finance.
● 2007 A call for grant proposals within Operational Programme Education for
Competitiveness (2007-2013) sponsored by the Ministry of Education, Youth and
Sports.
● 2007 Projects of financial education became a common part of the CSR of financial
institutions.
● 2007 High increase of indebtedness of population accompanied by increase of
customers defaulting loans.
● 2007 The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports in cooperation with the Ministry
of Finance released Financial Literacy Standards.
● 2007 A survey on financial literacy of population by STEM/MARK for the Ministry
of Finance.
● 2008 Act No. 182/2006 Coll., on bankruptcy and its resolution (Insolvency Act)
came to force.
● 2009 Two seminars in the Senate: "Financial literacy is the best prevention of
over-indebtedness of citizens" and "Financial literacy against over-indebtedness
and crisis".
● 2009 Fierce competition between loans lenders followed by the need of “informed
clients” who are financially literate avoiding over-indebtedness, caused further
boom of new projects of financial education.
● 2010 The National Strategy for Financial Education (2010-2015) created by the
Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports. The strategy
aimed to create a system of financial education in order to increase the financial
literacy in the country. It also outlined the main issues and priority tasks in the
field of CPF, including specific tasks for key actors.
● 2010 Seminar in the Senate: "Financial literacy - launch of the European Year for
Combating Poverty and Social Exclusion"
● 2011 Law No. 145/2010 Coll., the Consumer Credit Act and amending certain laws
came to force.
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● 2011 The change in public perception of financial education projects organized
and/or sponsored by financial institutions occurred in direction from aversion to
acceptance.
● 2013 Amendment No. 43/2013 on Law No. 145/2010 Coll., Consumer Credit Act
and amending certain laws came to force.
● 2013 A documentary “Trumpery” (Šmejdi) revealed unfair practices at
demonstration events for seniors. It was followed by strong media campaign,
opening discussion about protecting the vulnerable as well as need to educate
them.
● 2014 A call for grant proposals within Operational Programme Education for
Competitiveness (2014-2015) sponsored by the Ministry of Education, Youth and
Sports.
● 2014 Law No. 89/2012 Coll., the Civil Code came to force.
● 2014 Increase of online interactive tools use and mobile applications in relation to
financial education projects.
● 2015 Amendment No. 164/2015 on Law No. 99/1963 Coll., Civil Procedure.
● 2016 Law No. 257/2016 Coll., Consumer Credit Act was approved by the Chamber
of Deputies (July 2016). After coming to force, the Act will restrict conditions for
loan providers as well as impose new duties on them, between others. Moreover,
the Czech National Bank will be responsible for overseeing both, the banking and
newly the non-banking sectors.
4.1.2. Central actors and their primary roles in advancing the SI stream

In the Czech Republic, the major actors, who contribute to development of the SI stream of
CPAFS through online financial education, are recruited from the private, public and the
third sectors. We can also observe frequent inter-sectoral cooperation that has been the
driving force of the innovation.

The public sector
On the national level, the central actor representing the public sector is indisputably
the Ministry of Finance, which is a policy maker and the main public institution
responsible for the consumer protection in finance. The Ministry is also the main
coordinator of financial education in the Czech Republic. It is co-creator of the National
Strategy for Financial Education, together with the Ministry of Education, Youth and
Sports. Another important actor is the Czech National Bank, a central bank responsible for
the supervision over the whole financial market. Both bodies have been strongly involved
into development of the field as well as supporting many online or traditional financial
educational projects.
Next to aforementioned institutions, also other public administration bodies have been
contributing to financial education and consumer protection in AFS in the country. These
are public administration bodies, namely the Ministry of Industry and Trade cooperating
with consumer associations also in terms of funding, the National Institute of Education
(an institution run by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports), The Ministry of Labour
and Social Affairs and the Ministry of Interior.
All listed institutions are members of the Working Group for Financial Education, chaired
by the Ministry of Finance. The Working group is a long-term independent platform that
enables discussion, exchange of information and experience and coordination of upcoming
activities among relevant stakeholders in the field of financial education. Other members
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include representatives of professional associations in the financial market, consumer
associations, TSOs, academia and independent experts.
Additionally, the institution of Financial Arbiter as an extrajudicial body dealing with
disputes arising from consumer loans and payments has been contributing to CPAFS on
many levels, e.g. by supporting several financial educational projects.
At the international level, the key public actors influencing the field of consumer
protection in finance as well as the SI stream are primarily OECD and its International
Network of Financial Education (INFE) as well as the European Commission, the European
Parliament and the Council of the European Union.

The private sector
In the Czech Republic, the private sector is heavily engaged into the SI stream since the
beginning of its evolution. These are mostly actors from the financial market, thus banks
(Česká spořitelna, MONETA Money Bank (previously GE Money Bank), City) and nonbanking institutions (Provident Financial, Home Credit), who are involved in consumer
protection in finance directly, through financial educational programmes as providers
and/or sponsors, or indirectly through professional associations. Important actor within
the private sector is Czech Banking Association (Česká bankovní asociace, ČBA) that has
been actively engaged in the development of the stream by close cooperation with the
Ministry of Finance while founding the basis of financial education system in the country.
The Association is also provider and promoter of analyzed SI activity “Financial
education”. There are also other professional associations involved in development of
financial education, such as Association of Financial Intermediaries and Financial Advisers
of the Czech Republic (Asociace finančních zprostředkovatelů a finančních poradců České
republiky, AFIZ), Czech Insurance Association (Česká asociace pojišťoven, ČAP) or Czech
Leasing and Financial Association (Česká leasingová a finančí asociace, ČLFA).
The third sector
The third sector organizations participate in the SI stream significantly as watchdogs as
well as organizers of many online financial education projects, on which they usually
cooperate with partners from other sectors. One of the key actors, influencing the field of
consumer protection in finance and the SI stream is Czech Consumer Association, which
has been active in Expert Group and the Working Group for Financial Education. It is also a
co-partner in the selected SI activity Read Before You Sign!. Other organization, which
contributes to CPAFS is Association SPES, a service provider and a member of the
Working Group. Important is also People in Need organization that acts as a watchdog in
the field of CPAFS.
4.1.3. Dynamism in the field

In the Czech Republic, the dynamics of the field is determined by several forces that are
engaged in the CPAFS on different levels.
First, we would like to mention the market force that has been strongly present in the field
since mid-90s, when the providers of alternative financial services started their businesses
in the Czech Republic. The real boom of consumer loans, however, appeared in 2001 and
brought increase of indebtedness of the Czech citizens. In 2005 the number of nonbanking financial institutions rose and even loan providers (those considered as fair),
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banks and financial intermediaries together with other financial institutions started to feel
the need to rise financial literacy of their clients and to educate them.
“... at the beginning, there was a good will that they [banks and non-banking institutions]
wanted to have informed clients. That they wanted clients to repay them, …, that they wanted
them back [the money] and they did not want a client, who was extremely indebted, who did
not have it [the money] or who lied. They wanted an informed client.” (Interviewee 3, 2016)

The aim of financial institutions and associations was mainly to achieve the state, where
the clients would not get tricked or forced to get something that did not meet their needs
(Interviewee 5, 2016).
“The illiteracy of clients is rather painful, [they] do not grasp many things and do claim that
it was not explained.” (Interviewee 5, 2016)

The financial institutions therefore started to get involved into consumer protection on
the level of financial education projects, but also on the level of cooperation with
respective ministries and the supervisory authority or commenting on regulation of the
field.
“...[it started to be evident] how important it was that people red documents [contracts], …
in order to be able of responsible borrowing and on the other hand, that the subjects, who
were lending, followed some rules.” (Interviewee 4, 2016)
The dynamism of the field on the market level is also very strongly affected by the
concentration in the industry. The need of well-educated clients, who can distinguish
between “fair” and “unfair” loan providers proved to be important especially in times,
when the competition in non-banking sector started to be fierce. However, with dense
competition the financial flows from the market actors to the financial education projects
started to decrease, as a consequence of lower income of these organizations.

Interestingly, also the traces of foreign influence standing behind the development of the
innovation were found, as financial institutions are mostly branches of international
corporations. For example the first campaign with financial education content in the Czech
environment Read Before You Sign! was inspired by a project of Polish branch (sister
company of the Czech provider of the project), because the parent company (multinational
corporation) required its branches to get involved in projects of financial education in
their respective countries:
“Even that we used the Polish video [part of a TV campaign] indicates that it was a strategy
of the Group”. (Interviewee 4, 2016)

Moreover, the dynamism of the field is influenced by foreign forces not only on the level of
market, but also on the level of international community. Especially joining the European
Union in 2004 brought new dynamics into the field of consumer protection in finance, in
relation to its regulation, call for formation of national strategies or new ways of financing.
Joining the EU simply has brought a new possibility of funding, which consequently led to
increase of number of projects focused on financial education (Interviewee 6, 2016). Back
on the national level, the dynamics of the field, especially in terms of number of new
financial education projects, is strongly determined by calls for grant proposals. However,
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also many successful projects, which were financed by the private market actors obtained
after some time funding from European grants.

“... suddenly, those banks did not have to contribute so much, … because they [the projects]
were paid from the European money.” (Interviewee 3, 2016)

Also activities of state represent forces that affect the field of consumer protection in
finance, however, they influence directly the stream of online financial education only in
minor extent. Especially within lifelong learning, which targets adults, the state does not
have any mean to order, but only to recommend. The legislation on consumer protection
is, however, a source of actions and reactions in the field on many levels. It imposes new
conditions on financial institutions, empowers consumers, but also creates almost
constant need for updating current financial education projects. Moreover, funding of
these projects, provided by the state, is considered as significant tool influencing financial
education in the country. Many project providers from market as well as from the third
sector, wait launching their projects until they get funds from the state. It is possible, that
even the project “Financial education”, which is sponsored only by market actors, might be
organized earlier, if there was a call for grant proposals (Interviewee 1, 2016).
Generally, the socioeconomic phenomena, namely indebtedness, over-indebtedness and
poverty are considered important factors standing behind urging need of stronger
consumer protection in finance and the effort to increase financial literacy of the Czech
population through the projects of financial education. This, however, cannot be seen as
the effect of the Great Recession, as the indebtedness of the Czech households is fairly
increasing since 2001.
The dynamism in the field is therefore determined mostly by the market forces, activities
of state and socioeconomic phenomena, such as indebtedness.
4.1.4. Stratification and (de-)commodification in the field

The Czech Republic as a post-socialist country faces a rather low degree of stratification,
where the status differentiation and the class division is considered relatively small. In
order to describe the socioeconomic status of citizens in the country, we can use several
socioeconomic indicators. Based on GINI index (OECD, 2016), we can see that the extent to
which the distribution of income among Czech households and individuals deviated from a
perfectly equal distribution by 26.2 percent in 2013. Moreover, the Poverty headcount
ratio at national poverty lines for the same year shows that the percentage of the
population living below the national poverty line was rather small, at the level of 9.7
percent (World Bank Open Data, 2016). The income equality is therefore very similar to
the level in Denmark and, moreover, higher than in Spain (as mentioned below).

Even though the stratification in the Czech Republic could be perceived as low, its process
is seen as fairly progressive, with widening gaps between social classes. The growth of
income inequality is also shown by GINI index, which in 1996, according to estimation of
the World Bank (2016), was equal to 25.8 percent, and in 1988 only to 19.4 percent.

Stratification in the field is rather low correspondingly. Alternative financial services are
typically demanded by the low-income citizens, for whom the consumer protection in
finance is especially relevant. According to a chairwoman of the Association SPES, the
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social status of target groups in Czech environment is more or less the same, since these
are mainly members of the lower middle class. Nevertheless, financial education is also
focused on students, who, however, are considered as citizens without income
(Interviewee 3, 2016). The Czech projects of financial education are targeting vulnerable
groups as well as youth, as a preventive measure, in consistence with the National Strategy
for Financial Education (2010), however can be used also by general public due to its
online character. The Strategy defines two pillars of financial education in the Czech
Republic. First, it is the school education, where the financial education system is
implemented at primary and secondary schools. Second, it is lifelong learning that is
focused on adults with emphasis on the vulnerable groups, e.g. indebted citizens or
seniors. Since the target group of the financial education in the Czech Republic is relatively
wide (middle class, students, seniors), the dynamics of stratification in the field is rather
constant.
As our analysis is focused on projects with significant online character, digital divide is
another condition influencing the stratification in the field. For the purpose of our study,
we use the OECD definition:

“... the term “digital divide” refers to the gap between individuals, households, businesses and
geographic areas at different socio-economic levels with regard both to their opportunities
to access information and communication technologies (ICTs) and to their use of the Internet
for a wide variety of activities.” (OECD, 2001)
In terms of regular internet users, according to Negreiro (2015), the Czech Republic stands
slightly above the average of the EU, with approximately 88 percent of population
regularly using the internet in 2014, adding another 7 percent of occasional users. This
data supports our statement of low stratification in the field of CPAFS in the Czech
environment, since majority of the population has an access to online financial education
projects. Some respondents note that in contrast to face to face education, online projects
could be very successful, but they have to have efficient campaign, so people know about
them (Interviewee 3, 2016; Interviewee 5, 2016).
“Education of the general public through forums, some form of meetings [face to face
meetings and training] , is really very bad”. (Interviewee 3, 2016)

When it comes to disadvantaged groups, the online dimension of financial education
projects could be seen as advantage, especially because of easy access, no matter place or
time, but also as disadvantage. The question arises: How far is the target group of these
projects internet-literate and to what extent are for example seniors able to use computer?
Consequently, if consumers are not literate in this area, the online financial education does
not affect them at all (Interviewee 7, 2016). To answer, only 39 percent of Czech citizens
between 55-74 years of age in 2014 have never used the internet. Moreover, 71 percent of
households from rural areas were able to access basic broadband in 2014 (Negreiro,
2015). These data show again very close or equal results to the EU average, and suggest
rather low stratification in the field.
Together with determining the level of stratification in the field, we examined its decommodification as well. First, we looked at the structure of hyperlinks (sharing links
representing important ties and instrumental relation) of SI projects in the field and the
proportion of representation of actors from four groups: regulator, medium, civil society
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and business. As regulator is usually shielding projects of financial education, it has the
highest number of links to them. However, the second highest number is assigned to
market actors who are often organizing and sponsoring online activities.

Figure 7: Structure of strategic action field – co-link analysis (Czech Republic)

Note: violet colour denotes website of the regulator, green colour denotes the website of
the media, blue civil society, yellow business and red stands for SI project website.
Figure 8: Composition of strategic action field – co-link analysis (Czech Republic)
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While analyzing the influence of market forces in the field, the significant contribution of
market actors on the development of CPAFS in the Czech Republic was found. Especially
financial institutions were standing at the very beginnings of the concept of financial
education of citizens, together with the State. To point out, market actors are also those,
who have been supporting a large share of online, as well as face to face financial
education projects. This situation is reflected as well as is resulting from the National
Strategy for Financial Education. On the country level, the Strategy defines the role of
public administration, professional associations, financial institutions, TSOs and other
subjects as well as requires that the school education is assigned to various ministries,
while lifelong learning is largely left in hands of market actors with some degree of
cooperation with the government and education experts. The SI activities within the field
therefore arise from cooperation of the State, the third sector organizations and market
actors, who are engaged into increasing financial literacy of the Czech population
significantly. Extensive presence of the market in the field suggests the level of decommodification, where the participants cannot be seen as market-independent, and
where the labor force is seen as a commodity.
To conclude, in relation to the involvement of market forces in consumer protection in
finance in the Czech Republic and socioeconomic differentiation of the population, we
observe that de-commodification in the field is rather low together with low level of
stratification.
4.1.5 Tracing particular social innovations: Read before you sign! and Financial Education

The SI activities analyzed within the Czech case represent two projects of different
characteristics, in relation to their organizers, level of interactive tools used as well as to
their development during the time.
Financial Education is a joint project of Czech Banking Association and other professional
associations (Association of Financial Intermediaries and Financial Advisers of the Czech
Republic, Czech Insurance Association, Czech Leasing and Financial Association and
others. The project aims to raise awareness of financial matters through an educational
website that was launched in 2008 and is therefore one of the oldest projects in the Czech
environment.
The project Read Before You Sign! is an educational awareness campaign, which aims to
raise legal awareness of citizens and their responsibility within lending and consumer
loans. Actors from private, public and the third sectors, namely Czech Consumer
Association (SCS), Provident Financial, Ltd. and other partners such as the Ministry of
Interior, the Financial Arbiter, British Chamber of Commerce, Bar Association of the Czech
Republic or the Debt Advisory Center contribute to the project. The campaign utilizes both
online tools as well as traditional printed materials. Moreover, it is the first financial
education project with online dimensions in the Czech Republic, which was launched in
2005.
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Table 2: Scheme of development of Read before you sign! and Financial Education projects
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4.2. CPAFS through Online Financial Education in Denmark
4.2.1. Specific focal points and milestones of the SI stream

While analyzing the SI stream in Denmark, several focal points and milestones with strong
impact on consumer protection through financial education projects were detected.

● 2000-2004 The media, i.e. newspapers increasing their online presence, bringing
information about debt problems in the society as well as projects of counselling.
● 2007 The Money and Pension Panel created under financial supervisory authority.
● 2008 The Social and Integration Ministry allocated through the satspuljen (a social
reserve fund) 16 million. kr. over four years in order to provide debt counselling
services.
● 2012 The Social and Integration Ministry allocated an additional 38.8 million Kr.
for further debt counselling services.
● 2014 The Financial advisory bill came into force. The purpose of the Bill was to
establish a framework for non-financial institutions providing holistic advice on
financial products to consumers in order to conduct their activities out of the reach
of financial companies.

4.2.2. Central actors and their primary roles in advancing the SI stream

The central actors contributing to the consumer protection in alternative financial services
in Denmark traditionally come from government, municipalities as well as from the third
sector organizations. Only minor involvement of private actors in the SI stream was
recognized, since the field is strongly dominated by public sector partnering with several
civil societies. Moreover, volunteers are contributing to the SI stream in Denmark.

The public sector
The contribution of public sector to the consumer protection in alternative financial
services is significant. One of the major actors is the Danish Financial Supervisory
Authority (Finanstilsynet, DFSA), a regulator of financial markets in Denmark. It is a part
of the Ministry of Economic and Business Affairs and also acts as secretariat for the
Financial Business Council, the Danish Securities Council and the Money and Pension
Panel. The Money and Pension Panel is another key entity, appointed by the Danish
Parliament in order to provide public information service aimed towards helping
consumers with their personal finances. Next to the information provision, the panel has
been instrumental in creating successful campaigns focused on avoiding debts.
The Social and Integration Ministry, the Ministry of Social Affairs and the Interior or the
Danish Agency for Labour Market and Recruitment have been key actors in terms of
funding.
Important role within the SI stream is also assigned to municipalities, partnering with the
third sector organizations by referring citizens registered with a debt problem to financial
education and debt advice projects.
The private sector
In Denmark, the involvement of the private sector in the SI stream is very low in general.
Regarding selected SI activities, only the Danish Bankers Association contributes to the
protection of consumers by appealing to their employees to voluntarily engage in
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providing debt advice. In addition, local and national newspapers/media can be credited
for raising awareness about existing projects dealing with financial counselling.

The third sector
Important role in the SI stream is played by Young Men’s Association-Denmark (Kristelig
Forening for Unge Mænd, KFUM) that has been working for many years with socially
vulnerable people and recognized (thanks to its volunteer) the necessity to deal with an
increasing debt problem. KFUM is currently organizing and providing selected SI activity
Back on Your Feet, focused on financial counselling for disadvantaged groups. Another
actor taking part in providing debt advice is organization Danish People’s Aid, which is
working with young and vulnerable citizens from several municipalities.

Volunteers
The SI stream is developing also due to the work of volunteers, who actively participate in
projects focused on consumer protection in AFS and share their expertise and financial
know-how. The volunteers usually come from the private sector, such as banks and other
financial institutions, to engage in activities of the third sector organizations.
4.2.3. Dynamism in the field

The field is strongly regulated and its dynamism is determined mostly by the state. The
existence of projects that arise due to cooperation of state, the third sector organizations
and municipalities is dependent on availability of funding from the government
institutions as well as meeting the demand of state to decrease indebtedness of citizens.

The role of the state in the dynamics of the field proved to be significant mainly during and
after the Great Recession. The Recession did not hit Denmark so extensively and resulted
into different outcome than for example in Spain, where social innovations as a response
to the crisis have flourished.
The effect of the Recession is explained by an associate professor in the department of
Business and Politics at CBS, who notes that the financial crisis in Denmark was not
necessarily felt directly by individuals as the banks were bailed out by the State, however,
since the government has been making major cutbacks in various sectors, these cutbacks
contribute to the debt problem regarding decrease of student support, university funding
and the length of unemployment benefits between others (Interviewee 11, 2016).

However, according to the Ministry of Business and Growth (2013), with a view to
maintain financial stability, it became necessary to have the government get involved in
the sector. As a consequence of the crisis and due to increasing indebtedness of
population, the State started to fund several debt counselling projects, organized by the
third sector organizations, through various government ministries. In return, the projects
are managed in a very strict way. As a senior economist from Danish Consumer Council
notes, the debt advice is always provided face to face and in all cases clients have to give
out their social security number which is used for impact measurement and data
collection (Interviewee 12, 2016). The online dimension of the projects in Denmark is
therefore still not seen as important tool of financial education and consumer protection.
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4.2.4. Stratification and (de-)commodification in the field

Denmark as a social-democratic regime could be described as a country with low degree of
division of class as well as low degree in socioeconomic status differentiation. Since the
high level of social solidarity can be detected in Denmark as well, we can say that the level
of stratification in the society is low. We support this claim by estimated value of GINI
index of Denmark by OECD (2016) in 2013, which equals 25.4 percent. Also, the
unemployment rate is quite low, only 6.6 percent of total labour force in 2014 (World
Bank Open Data, 2016).

However, in the field of CPAFS, we can detect increase of citizens with different social
status taking part in offered services of debt counselling and financial education over the
years. As the coordinator of the project Back on Your Feet notes, it is not only the socially
disadvantaged Danes (such as addicts, alcoholics and other socially vulnerable citizens)
asking for the counselling. It is more and more the working class citizens, who are seeking
help, those who are still in the job, but have lots control over their finances (Development
consultant KFUM, 2016). As a consequence, the stratification of the field is decreasing,
since the consumer protection, particularly financial education is reaching vulnerable
groups, but also working middle class.

Correspondingly to the trend of many European countries, there is also demand to give
advice to the young in an effort to educate them financially as most adults who came from
counselling started accumulating debt when they were younger. Additionally, according to
a report prepared by the Danish consumer council, 13.4 percent of Danish youngsters
between ages 18-30 years are already experiencing debt problems (Jakobsen, Turf et al.,
2015). This is, however, not representing a possible change in stratification in the field.

In terms of digital divide, reflecting the access to online projects of financial education of
the population, Denmark is the country with the best result in internet access within the
whole European Union. In 2014, approximately 92 percent of Danes were regularly using
the internet while other 6 percent of citizens represented occasional users (Negreiro,
2015). Also disadvantaged groups had great access to the internet in 2014, with only 8
percent of population between 55-74 years of age that have never used the internet
before, and 83 percent of households in rural areas with internet coverage. All of these
contribute greatly to the low stratification in the field. Still, it is important to mention, that
the online character of financial education is not the one favoured in Denmark, since face
to face consultations are much more preferred.

As social stratification in the field is considered low, contrary de-commodification reaches
high level, since almost no traces of market forces in the field were found. While analyzing
hyperlinks of SI projects and proportion of groups of actors standing behind it, the
important role of regulatory authority was detected, since it has the second highest
number of ties to SI projects.
Figure 9: Structure of strategic action field – co-link analysis (Denmark)
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Note: violet colour denotes website of the regulator, green colour denotes the website of
the media, blue civil society, yellow business and red stands for SI project website.
Figure 10: Composition of strategic action field – co-link analysis (Denmark)

Consumer protection in alternative financial services in Denmark is driven by partnership
between government, municipalities and various civil societies, while the state is the one
with the greatest influence.

4.2.5 Tracing particular social innovations: Debt counselling project for single parents on
Lolland, Falster and Guldborgsund municipalities and Back on Your Feet
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Lolland and Guldborgsund have been two of the hardest hit municipalities in Denmark by
the debt problem in the last couple of years as listed on Experian.dk, a website mapping
the debt pattern across age groups, regions and municipalities in Denmark. The inception
of this project was therefore as a response to this statistic states interviewee John
Pedersen, the project manager. The ministry of social integration with funding from the
satspuljien - a social reserve fund in which the government and political parties negotiate
together and vote on which social causes the money will be distributed to each year,
partnered with the Danish People's Aid to help solve the debt problem.
In 2009, the Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA) - Denmark started the project
“Back on Your Feet”, to help Danes in debt get advice from volunteers with financial and
legal expertise on how to manage their economy. According to the current Project
manager June Crondahl, there was a volunteer in one of the social cafés (self-sustaining or
non-profits businesses e.g. the second-hand shops) who thought that debt was becoming
problem within the Danish society. Based on previous projects such as “Direct to work ”
the volunteer went ahead and did some research which revealed that there was indeed a
debt problem among the socially vulnerable and thus the project became operational in
early 2009. This project was also as a response to the Danish Financial crisis (when people
were taking in more loans that they couldn’t afford and the creditors were not doing a
strict check as thoroughly as earlier). The project was first introduced in five major cities namely Aarhus, Copenhagen, Odense Esbjerg and Vejle.
Table 3: Scheme of development of Debt counselling project for single parents on Lolland,
Falster and Guldborgsund municipalities
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Table 4: Scheme of development of Back on Your Feet project
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4.3. CPAFS through Online Financial Education in Spain
4.3.1. Specific focal points and milestones of the SI stream

The SI stream of online financial education in Spain has been formed through specific focal
points and milestones (e.g. changes in legislation or social movements) listed below.

● 2007 Law 22/2007 of July 11th, on distance marketing of consumer financial
services.
● 2007 Royal Legislative Decree 1/2007 of November 16th that approves
Consolidated Draft of the General Law for the Protection of Consumers and Users
and other complementary laws.
● 2008 The Bank of Spain and the National Securities Market Commission promote
the First National Financial Education Plan (2008-2012).
● 2008 Outbreak of the financial crisis in Spain.
● 2009 Law 2/2009 of March 31st, regulating the contracting with consumers of
mortgage loans or mortgage-backed facilities and brokering services for loan or
credit facility agreements.
● 2010 Royal Decree Law 11/2010 of July 9th, on governing bodies and other
aspects of the legal regime of savings banks.
● 2011 Law 16/2011 of June 24th, on consumer credit agreements.
● 2011 The 15-M Movement or the Movement of the Outraged People emerged in
Spain with the demonstration on 15 May 2011. It led to several peaceful protests
and gave rise to the birth of new political parties. In these protests the citizens
made different demands like halting the evictions or improving the democratic life
without depending on banks or corporations.
● 2012 The new website of financial education of the Spanish Network of Financial
Education is presented.
● 2012 Royal Decree Law 6/2012 on March 9th, on urgent measures for protecting
mortgage debtors without resources.
● 2012 Royal Decree Law 27/2012 of November 15th, on urgent measures to
protect mortgage debtors.
● 2013 Royal Decree Law 6/2013 of March 22nd, on protection for holders of certain
savings and investment products and other financial measures.
● 2013 The Financial Education Plan is renewed (2013-2017).
● 2013 Organic Law 8/2013 of December 9th, on the improvement of the quality of
education (LOMCE).
● 2013 Law 26/2013 of December 27th, on savings banks and banking foundations.
● 2014 Royal Decree 126/2014 of February 28th, establishing the basic curriculum
for primary education, including the basics of financial education in primary
education, in the area of Social Sciences.
● 2014 Royal Decree 1105/2014 of December 26th, establishing the basic
curriculum for compulsory secondary education and high school.
● 2014 Royal Decree 304/2014 of May 5th, which enact the regulations for Law
10/2010 of April 2, on the prevention of money laundering and financing of
terrorism.
● 2014 The national Association of Social Market Networks was created as a first
step toward the development of a Cooperative of Social Market Services.
● 2015 Royal Decree Law 1/2015 of February 27th, on the second chance
mechanism, debt reduction and other measures on the social agenda.
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● 2015 Law 5/2015 of April 27th, on the promotion of business financing.
● 2015 For the first time the Financial Education Day is held in Spain (October 5th)
on the occasion of the Financial Literacy Day.
● 2016 The National Securities Market Commission and the Bank of Spain presented
a Code of Good Practice to the entities, which have signed the collaboration
agreement with the Financial Education Plan (May 24th).

4.3.2. Central actors and their primary roles in advancing the SI stream

There is a variety of major actors involved into the SI stream of CPAFS through online
financial education in Spain. The central actors of the SI stream come from the public,
private as well as from the third sectors. However, the role of volunteers is also not
negligible.

The public sector
The most important actors within the public sector involved in the SI stream are Bank of
Spain and the National Securities Market Commission (Comisión Nacional del Mercado de
Valores, CNMV). These financial regulators elaborated the first Financial Education
National Plan and in order to join it, they created the online financial educational project
finanzasparatodos.es. There are also other partners participating in the aforementioned
Plan, such as General Insurance and Pension Funds Directorate, who is also a financial
regulator, and Government, Treasury, Spanish Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports,
which play a role of policy makers and policy regulators.
At the international level, OECD International Network of Financial Education (INFE), G20
Finance Ministries, Central Bank Governors and European Commission should be
mentioned, as the promoters of financial education in Spain and Europe.

The private sector
Spanish Confederation of Savings Banks (Confederación Española de Cajas de Ahorros,
CECA), which is partly affiliated in the third sector, is the private partner of the Financial
Education National Plan. It is also the main actor of analyzed SI activity Red de Educación
Financiera that is sponsored, promoted, designed, developed and provided by CECA. Also
its member entities (banks, saving banks and baking foundations), which acceded to an
agreement with the Financial Education National Plan, play an active role in the SI stream
as providers of financial education.
Another central private actors contributing to financial education in Spain were identified.
These are Spanish Banking Association, Spanish Confederation of Education &
Training (Confederación Española de Centros de Enseñanza, CECE), and private banks
such as Banco Popular, Bankinter, ING, Barclays, BNP Paribas, Banco Santander, BBVA, Self
Bank or Citi. Moreover, there are also several media, who collaborate with the solidaritybased economy and therefore could be considered as promoters and providers of financial
education.
Universities and Secondary schools from both, public and private sectors also provide
financial education in collaboration with the third sector and private sector organizations.

The third sector
The third sector is also engaging in the SI stream in Spain. Significantly involved is for
example REAS, which is a network of networks of solidarity-based alternative economy
and also the main actor of selected SI activity Economía Solidaria, providing entirely
cultural, relational and structural resources to make the project possible. Next to it, there
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is SETEM, a federation of several TSOs developing, promoting, providing and funding
number of financial education initiatives. National Union of Credit Cooperatives (La Unión
Nacional de Cooperativas de Crédito, UNACC) or Junior Achievement Foundation are other
providers of the financial education in Spain, together with several TSOs and the third
sector foundations such as Cooperativa Altekio and Asociación Enclau.
Also consumer organizations e.g. General Association of Consumers (Asociación General
De Consumidores, ASGECO), Spanish Confederation of Consumers & Users (Confederación
de Consumidores y Usuarios, CECU) and Spanish National Institute of Consumer Affairs
(INC) are contributing to financial education in the country.
Volunteers
The role of volunteers within the SI stream is also significant, since they participate
actively in organizations providing online financial education. They come largely from
third sector, but also from private and public sectors. Many of them are users of Spanish
sites of financial education who wish to cooperate to improve the offered services.
4.3.3. Dynamism in the field
The analysis of how financial education initiatives are developed in Spain reveals two
different alternative paths. The dynamics of implementation has been both “top-down”
and “bottom-up”, illustrating broader patterns in the Spanish context.

The “top-down” approach is presented by the Financial Education Plan that was initially
launched by the supervisor bodies (Bank of Spain and the National Securities Market
Commission) and it was only later joined by corporate actors as well as boosted by the
third sector organizations.

“These initiatives arise from the conviction of the public authorities of the need to encourage
citizens’ financial education. It is the responsibility of the authorities to detect these needs
and encourage such practices. In most cases citizens are not aware of the information gaps
that exist about financial practices. If we expect this to come from the bottom-up, it never
comes.” (Interviewee 13, 2016)

On the other hand, there is a “bottom-up” dynamics, where the field is approached through
financial education projects.

“What these financial education tools have done very well is to connect two parallel worlds:
(1) many people from the base who are openly critical of the economic system, because they
are affected by the functioning of the economy (evictions, unemployment, etc.) … There is a
predisposition and the change in the perspective of people, and in parallel (2) people and
most pioneering organizations that develop tools, movements that respond to this demand, …
there is some connection. (...) Therefore I think there is something top-down related to the
organizations that boosts the initiatives, but on the other hand, other initiatives such as
Fiare, the power consumption cooperatives or the platforms of people affected by the
mortgage, function as far as they have a social base that not only supports them but also
participates, appropriates processes, makes decisions … In these years we have moved from
initiatives that provide services to society in general or to vulnerable people to tools that
have to do with the collective momentum of all people. “ (Interviewee 14, 2016)
Moreover, the dynamism of the field has been highly determined by the Great Recession.
As noted by Hyánek, Navrátil, Placier (2015), the extent of initiatives in AFS usually
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correlates negatively with economic and financial opportunities of citizens (satisfaction of
their basic needs, availability of financial resources, access to mortgages or consumer
loans etc.) and with the dissatisfaction with the functioning of an institutionalized financial
system. In case of Spain many social innovation initiatives within CPAFS arose from the
crisis of legitimacy and trust in standard banking institutions and from the country’s
worsening economic situation.
4.3.4. Stratification and (de-)commodification in the field

The level of stratification in Spain relates to its conservative Welfare Regime, which is
characterized by high level of solidarity. The Spanish society shows signs of moderate
division of class, with noticeable differences in social status of citizens. To illustrate, the
OECD (2016) estimates the GINI index of Spain in 2013 as 34.5 percent, which represents
distance from the perfectly equal income distribution among Spanish households and
individuals. Regarding wealth and social status differentiation, we have to point out that
the socioeconomic development in Spain has been fairly affected by the turmoil of the
Great Recession. While the unemployment rate in 2007 represented 8.4 percent of total
labour force in Spain, it struck 26.3 percent in 2013 (World Bank Open Data, 2016).
The stratification in the field of CPAFS, however, is seen rather high in comparison with
the stratification on the national level.

“Undoubtedly, the first stage to empower people is to gain access to the minimum contents
that allow you to analyse your personal or collective situation that allow you to connect with
others who are in the same situation…” (Interviewee 14, 2016)

Acknowledging the need of improved and guaranteed access of citizens to financial
education, the basics were included into the primary education in the area of Social
Sciences, by the Royal Decree 126/2014, of February 28th. Similarly, the financial
education was included into the basic curriculum for compulsory secondary education as
well as high school education, by the Royal Decree 1105/2014, of December 26. The
recent state intervention in the field of consumer protection, particularly in the regulation
of financial education, is not expected to change the level of stratification, since citizens, no
matter their social status, will have the access to materials, formal training and
instructions bursting from the public sector institutions (within primary and secondary
education programmes).

As financial education projects in Spain are significantly online oriented, the digital divide
plays an important role in the stratification in the field. According to Negreiro (2016),
approximately 70 percent of citizens regularly used the internet in 2014, with another 8
percent of occasional users. Regarding disadvantaged groups in 2014, 55 percent of
people between 55-74 years of age have never used the internet, which is already
significantly high number that excludes more than half of seniors from receiving services
of online financial education. 65 percent of households in rural area with an access to basic
broadband show better result than seniors, however, this number is still below the EU
average (71 percent) and is also the lowest from all three analyzed countries. In general,
digital divide among Spanish population is higher than in the Czech Republic and in
Denmark, and it certainly adds to moderate stratification in the field.
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In terms of de-commodification in the field, we can witness noticeable influence of the
market actors, suggesting lower level of de-commodification, accompanied by activities of
the third sector organizations. However, even though there is a strong presence of market
actors, the de-commodification in the field is not that low, like it is for example in the
Czech Republic, where financial institutions provide financial education as a part of their
CSR. The reason is that the Spanish actors profess different values, such as solidarity and
caring. Consumer protection and financial education is not only part of corporate
responsibility concept but is rather seen as a service to the society. Moreover, the third
sector organizations are strongly involved in the field, partially increasing the level of decommodification as well. On the other hand, regarding the State, financial education has
not been perceived as a service explicitly recognized as a right for citizens, especially for
adults and vulnerable groups. According to the analysis developed by Romero et al.
(2014), financial education did not have a broad presence in the Spanish legal system,
which is consistent with the strategy focused on considering these activities as a
responsibility of financial institutions. Activities and services related to financial education
(including online projects) are therefore provided either by the different types of financial
organizations under the framework of the “top-down” model represented by the Financial
Education Plan, especially as a result of financial crisis, or they have been boosted by the
third sector and social economy-based organizations. Also the structure of hyperlinks of SI
projects shows important ties between civil society actors, business and regulator in the
field.
Figure 11: Structure of strategic action field – co-link analysis (Spain)

Note: violet colour denotes website of the regulator, green colour denotes the website of
the media, blue civil society, yellow business and red stands for SI project website.
Figure 12: Composition of strategic action field – co-link analysis (Spain)
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With noticeable influence of market forces, less significant state influence, but strong
presence of TSOs, the degree of de-commodification in the field in Spain is considered as
moderate.
4.3.5 Tracing particular social innovations: Red de Educación Financiera and Economía
Solidaria

The analysis of financial education initiatives in Spain reveals two different alternative
paths. The dynamics of implementation has been both "top down" and "bottom up". On the
one hand, financial education has been encouraged by initiatives undertaken by public
authorities and corporate actors. On the other, it has been boosted by nonprofit
organizations highly involved in social problems, with the predisposition and involvement
of citizens as well.

The project promoted from the corporate side (rededucacionfinanciera.es) is included
within the institutional model of the Financial Education National Plan provided by the
two of the most relevant authorities in financial supervision in the country. This “top
down” model is designed as a network formed by a number of approximately 25 members:
public institutions (promoters), associations, foundations, several think tanks related to
the economic and financial world, banks, savings banks, insurance companies, consumer
associations or social actors, among others. Despite of being initially promoted by
financial supervisors, the Plan works as a common link among all the partners in such a
way that the educational challenge could not achieve the intended capillarity without the
collaboration of each and every partner. They share common purposes and codes of
conduct, being also able to operate with freedom in order to develop their own
educational projects. There is a working group led by these national financial supervisors
and regularly attended by representatives of the partners which meets habitually in order
to set the objectives and study the actions to be taken. This network is directly related to
the promotion of financial education in schools: many students between 14 and 16 are
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trained in financial education with instructional materials provided by the collaborators of
the Financial Education Plan.

The aim of the TSO behind the development and management of the portal
economiasolidaria.org is inspiring a different way of understanding towards the
economy and the relationships based in a collaborative and social paradigm, away from
profit. Therefore, financial education is part of a more global and comprehensive project
with an important political and ideological dimension: The main objective of
economiasolidaria.org is not only focused on “traditional” financial education but on
anything that might lead to a change towards a social and solidarity economy, i.e. fair
trade, responsible consumption, ethical finance, social market or solidarity economy in
general. It also reports and denounces the causes that are generating a situation of social
inequality and injustice. The portal is a space that provides mutual support and
information for all the adhered organizations and society in general, as well as a space for
exchanging ideas and experiences. All networks that are part of the TSO promoter are
involved in updating the portal with news and content, which has also enabled to extent
the network of collaborative people around the world.
Table 5: Scheme of development of Red de Educación Financiera and Economía Solidaria
projects
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4.4. Country comparison and synthesis
The gradual transition of educational projects from offline to online form can be traced
both in the Czech Republic and Spain, in a limited way also in Denmark. Online form thus
actually represents an innovation enabling broader impact on a much wider audience.
Likewise, as observed in the Czech Republic and Spain, progressive technical innovations
aimed at improving educational online platforms are beginning to be realized. Generally,
Denmark represents a counterfactual case in this context, as the online element is of only
minor importance in one of the projects analysed.
Principle of partnership

A common feature of all three compared systems is the partnership principle. Individual
projects are always implemented in cooperation of at least two different subjects from
different sectors. Conversely, the differences have been identified in the spectrum width of
each partnership. In the Danish context, consumer protection in alternative financial
services (CPAFS) is driven by partnerships among the government, municipalities and
various civil society organizations. Spain is typical by the crucial role of wide cooperative
networks of actors with the emphasis on alternative and solidarity economy principles. On
the contrary, in the Czech Republic we witness relatively different kind of partnerships.
Generally, business is very often one of the pillars of the innovation process, while other
sectors do not play such significant role.
Dynamism in the field

The AFS field has undergone a number of more or less serious changes in the examined
period. Of course, these dynamics have different causes in different countries. Apart from
the influence of foreign institutions (EU, OECD), we have witnessed a strong influence of
the state (especially in Denmark), or vice versa strong impulses generated by business
financial services providers (Czech Republic). And finally, Spain is the case of the country
where the dynamism is the result of the interaction of many cooperating partners from all
sectors.
As stated above, the analysis of how financial education initiatives are developed in
particular countries has uncovered two different patterns. The dynamics of
implementation has been both top down and bottom up, representing broader trends in
the national contexts. On one hand, financial education has been encouraged by initiatives
undertaken mainly by public authorities. On the other, it has been boosted by the Third
Sector organizations (TSOs) highly involved in social problems, with the participation of
citizens as well. Thus, there is a "top down" dynamic represented by organizations (public
or private) that promote financial education initiatives. There are also “bottom up”
initiatives, in such a way that their social base not only supports them but also participates
and makes decisions. Therefore, the selection of the projects is also due to the fact that
they are highly representative of these types of financial education models.

Bottom-up principle is represented by the Read before you sign! (the Czech Republic),
Back on Your Feet (Denmark) and Economía Solidaria (Spain). On the other hand, topdown principle can be identified in case of Financial Education (the Czech Republic), Debt
counselling project for single parents (Denmark) and Red de Educación Financiera
(Spain).
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Financial crisis impact

The financial and economic crisis is a factor that had in different countries different effect.
In Denmark, the financial crisis was not necessarily felt directly by individuals as the
banks were bailed out by the government. There were minor banks however which
crushed and while their customers lost their investment in the banks i.e. shares, they
didn’t lose their deposit money. The way the consumers might now be feeling the financial
crisis, is in the way the government is making major cutbacks in various sectors.

In the Czech Republic, the financial crisis worsened the availability of bank loans,
especially for people with lower incomes. And these unsatisfied bank clients attracted
alternative financial service providers (non-banking loan providers). It became a source of
many economic and consequently social problems - and online financial education
projects can be seen if not as a solution, so as a tool of awareness raising and empowering
the consumers (who are generally in a relationship with AFS providers in a worse
(weaker)position.

In Spain, however, the situation was completely different. According to our research,
economic crisis has resulted there in a general distrust towards the traditional banking
system and financial markets. As a reaction, commercial subjects, social economy entities
and solidarity networks providing alternative financial services to citizens as well as TSOs
and civic platforms organizing consumers of financial services started to emerge even
more frequently, as well as the number of citizens impacted by the eviction processes and
owners of perpetual preferred shares, and advocating their rights (Hyánek V.; Navrátil J.;
Figueroa, M.; Tygstrup, C.; José Sanzo, M.; Álvarez, L., Álvarez, B.; ReyGarcía, M.; Felgueiras,
M. (2015)).
Vulnerable groups

All the analyzed projects focus on vulnerable groups. These groups are threatened by
over-indebtedness and the subsequent poverty and other social, economic and even
criminal problems. Online financial education projects significantly contribute to solving
broad and deep social problems. They represent a development of the older offline
activities, which allows to reach, for example, younger population that is extremely
vulnerable to financial problems caused, for example, by express online loans.
Voluntary engagement

The highest level of voluntary involvement has been identified in the case of the Spanish
projects, the lowest in the Czech projects as analyzed Czech projects are characterized by
extremely low involvement of volunteers. It seems that voluntary engagement is a
relevant factor in Spain and Denmark, while it is relatively minor in the Czech model. We
can also trace unengaged forms of volunteering In Denmark and Spain, whereas there are
none in the Czech Republic.
Based on a thorough analysis of online educational projects, several concluding statements
can be phrased. The Spanish system is based on cooperation within the broad networks
with distinctive features of alternative and social economy. In contrast, Denmark
represents a stable and conservative system with a strong influence of the state, but only a
low level of innovation. Czech Republic represents a system with specific conditions of
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post-communist economy, leading to the emergence of innovative solutions with a strong
involvement of business and conversely not very extensive government engagement.
De-commodification and stratification

From the perspective of a combination of de-commodification and stratification we cannot
make an unambiguous conclusion. Based on our data, when taking into account the
relation to the involvement of market forces in the field and socioeconomic differentiation
of the population, de-commodification is low, while level of stratification is rather low in
the Czech Republic. Within the Danish social democratic (Scandinavian) settings the social
stratification in the field is considered low, while level of de-commodification is high. And,
finally, Spanish system exhibits relatively more complicated characteristics. The
stratification in the field of CPAFS was considered relatively higher in comparison with the
stratification on the national level while the de-commodification was found to be
moderate.
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5. Merged country perspectives on actor characteristics
In this chapter, we provide perspectives on characteristics of actors, who are involved in
the respective projects, rather than offering general overview of actors present in the
whole SI stream. We focus on similarities and differences of key actors as well as aiming at
cross-country comparison in limited extent that is allowed by this study.

5.1.

Sector affiliation of major actors

In the Czech Republic the major actors come from the market. They are not only providing
funding to the projects, but they are also initiators of the activities themselves. The third
sector organization is involved in one project as an organizer; however, the project is
based on cooperation with a partner from the private sector.

Contrary, in Denmark, the engagement of the third sector organizations in the SI activities
is essential. While actors from the market are not taking part in the selected projects, the
third sector organizations are those who initiate and organize them, with the financial
support of state.
Additionally, the engagement of the third sector organizations in the field is substantial in
Spain as well. The main actors of the first project come from the nonprofit sector, the
social and solidarity-based economy sector in particular. The second project arises from
the corporate domain, but its distinctive parts are often articulated through the legal form
of nonprofit associations.

In conclusion, we can observe diverse involvement of particular sectors in different
countries. Within the magnitude of the contribution to the social innovation, the third
sector clearly plays an important role, next to the market sector that prevails in case of the
Czech Republic.
5.2.

Social needs orientation (H 1.1)

The social needs orientation of the Czech major actors varies. The private sector actors
show low or even no orientation towards social needs, since these are financial
institutions and their associations, whose objective is to provide financial services and
financial products on the market. However, the third sector organization reflects very high
level of social needs orientation, since it serves to vulnerable people as well as pick up
socially pressing issues by its very nature.
In Denmark, very high social needs orientation of the organizations can be traced. The
organizations tend to serve to particularly vulnerable people (e.g. indebted persons).

Also Spanish organizations promoting the selected projects are highly oriented to satisfy
social needs. They focus their actions and activities on socially vulnerable groups or those
at risk of exclusion, although the final target is the society as a whole. The level of social
needs orientation slightly differs, however. Regarding organization promoter of the
second project, the attention to socially urgent or politically neglected issues is not the
priority objective (albeit it is present), while the other organization is fairly oriented to
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satisfy urgent or especially important social issues, even if this orientation carries some
risks.
The orientation towards social needs is common for all third sector organizations across
three countries, as awaited. The private sector actors, however, direct themselves towards
distinct market objectives.
5.3.

Organisational value sets (H 1.2)

As the Czech major actors come mostly from the market sector, the motivation behind the
organizational mission is more or less connected with commercial professionalism and
client satisfaction. Nevertheless, some of them show medium propensity to solidarity and
caring while only one reflects low pro-social value set. Additionally, the pro-social value
set in the third sector organization, which defends legitimate interests and rights of
consumers, is on a very high level.
The third sector organizations that represent the major actors in Denmark are guided
strongly by pro-social values, manifest caring and helping the vulnerable groups. The level
of their pro-social value sets can be described as very high.

In addition, pro-social values are considered as highly important to the Spanish major
actors. The two most important values for both organizations are solidarity and caring for
others as well as equality. The first actor is clearly aiming to improve the wellbeing and
living conditions of the recipients of the project services. However, the second
organization is additionally guided by values related to professionalism, such as client
satisfaction, product excellence and sense of duty.

As observed, the organizational value sets are highly pro-social in all third sector
organizations, regardless the country of origin. Solidarity and caring are, nevertheless,
values that can be detected on a lower level in the private organizations as well.
5.4.

Internal organisational culture (H 1.3)

Internal organizational culture in the Czech case varies in alignment with the size of the
respective organization. The small organizations exhibit higher degree of codetermination, and personal motivation of employees can be traced, together with flatter
organisational hierarchy. In these organizations the openness of organizational culture
can be seen as medium (tendency to high) or high, no matter if the actor comes from the
market or the third sector. The openness of the internal organization culture of the actor
representing big private company, could be described as low, since that is highly
hierarchical organization, where non-executive staff usually does not participate in the
creation of structure or processes and is involved in decision making only partially. There
is also a specific case of one Czech private actor, with only 2 employees but high hierarchy
of external bodies, where the open organizational culture could be described as low.
The major actors in Denmark can be characterized by medium and very high degree of
open organisational culture. Both organizations are run by volunteers together with a few
employees, who oversee the administrative duties.
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Regarding Spain, the organizational structures of the major actors could be described as
horizontal (quite or very flat). The organizational management in both cases is
decentralized, with a significant delegation of authority. Employees take part in many
decisions and even non-managerial employees can speak on behalf of the first
organization. The importance of the members in the organizational structures is high or
very high and the organizational cultures are in general seen as rather open or highly
open, depending of each case.

In relation to country differences, we can identify a similar degree of organizational
culture openness in major actors in Denmark and Spain. Contrary, the Czech Republic
represents an exception, since characteristics of internal organizational culture varies
significantly between respective organizations.
5.5.

External organisational openness (H 1.4)

External organisational openness can be evaluated as very high or high in case of all four
Czech actors. They participate in membership organizations (some of them are even
membership organizations themselves) to exchange ideas and knowledge, they have
established channels for customer/client feedback, some of them have intensive contact
with external stakeholders and engage them in the improvement of organization's
activities.
Similar trend can be traced also in Denmark, where external organisational openness is
seen as high. Both actors engage with their stakeholders with whom they actively
cooperate and share knowledge.

Also Spanish actors exhibit high degree of organizational openness. External stakeholders
and beneficiaries of respective organizations are actively involved in many organizational
decisions, in the development of projects and services as well as in exchange of knowledge.
The organizations are engaged in collaborative projects with other entities and actively
involved in policy dialogue with authorities, in order to participate in design, monitoring
or evaluation of public policies.
High external organisational openness is therefore a key attribute of all actors,
contributing to the selected SI activities across all three countries.
5.6.

Transaction costs in detecting societal challenges and know-how (H 1.5)

Regarding transaction costs of the Czech major actors, these can be classified as medium
or high. The organizations almost do not exhibit elements of voluntarism, however some
of them have very limited access to free advice or other kind of free involvement on pro
bono basis. Flexibility of funding and diversity of funds is absent particularly for the
market actors. Only the third sector organization has more funding options, even though
70% of funds are represented by only one source (grants). On the other hand, all the
organizations do exchange institutional opportunities through established fora.
In case of Denmark, the transaction costs of the major actors are considered low. This is
due to relatively low administrative costs as well as due to cooperation with municipalities
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who make referrals. The same trend is shown in Spain, where due to the actors’ position in
civil society, the transaction costs are considered low.

The low resource intensity (of different levels) was detected particularly in the third
sector organizations in all analyzed countries. Contrary, the market actors seem to incur
transaction costs in greater extent.
5.7.

Embeddedness in social/local context (H 1.6)

Embeddedness in social/local context in terms of social capital seems to be high or very
high within three out of four Czech major actors. These organizations have intense
contacts with their stakeholders and are considered trusted organizations. One private
actor, however, can be ascribed only medium level of social capital, since the connection
with stakeholders is rather occasional than intense and profound.
Even deeper social embeddedness can be found in Danish organizations, where the level of
social capital can be evaluated as very high. These organizations are very well rooted into
their surrounding community and their activities are known and appreciated in the local
context.

Equally, the Spanish organizations are strongly embedded directly or indirectly through
their partners and/or activities in their local or regional surrounding community. They
offer spaces for the interaction with their key external stakeholders (partners,
competitors, public regulators and such), represent networks of contacts and are highly
interconnected. Each organization plays a central and essential role within their respective
global network, and their relations with other stakeholders are firm, since they share the
same language, objectives, values and ways of interpreting the reality.
It is possible to state, that in all observed cases, actors are rich in number of stakeholder
connections as well as in the strength of their relations. Especially Danish and Spanish
actors are also very well embedded into local or regional communities.
5.8.

Resource diversity (H 1.7)

Resource diversity of the four Czech actors is considered as low in terms of intangible
resources, such as employee diversity in expertise, training, cultural variety etc., as well as
in diversity of funding streams. There is no distinction between the market and the third
sector organization within employee diversity, nevertheless, the size of organization
seems to have minor influence. Small organizations consist of employees of more or less
similar level of education, professional knowledge, ethnicity and social status, having
standard contract with the organization. Only the biggest private actor shows signs of
heterogeneity of its staff. Additionally, diversity of funds is hardly the case of the actors
from the market, while even the third sector organization mostly relies on one source of
funding (i.e. public budgets).
Volunteers and people who work in debt counselling in Denmark have different expertise:
lawyers, ex-bankers, accountants, CEO’s. Resource diversity is therefore considered high
in terms of human resources. However, in terms of diversity of funds accessible to the
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debt advice projects it is very low. Nearly all of the funding comes from the state more,
specifically from the social reserve fund.

In Spain, the organizations promoting selected projects can be characterized by low
diversity of available financial resources, due to funding mainly through their own
resources. In terms of diversity of human resources, however, significant differences
between actors were found. The third sector organizations exhibit low degree of diversity
in terms of academic training, professional experience, social characteristics and
contractual relations of their employees. Only gender heterogeneity was identified. By
contrast, the organization from private sector performs a great diversity in academic
training and previous professional experience of its staff. Nevertheless, no significant
differences were observed in relation to social characteristics or contractual work
relations.

All major actors can be characterized by low diversity of financial resources. However,
noticeable difference was identified between the third sector organizations and the
market actors, lying in human resources variety. While the third sector organizations in
the Czech Republic and Spain are created by more or less homogenous staff, the market
actors exhibit higher diversity in relation to professional experience and academic
background in particular.
5.9.

The role of voluntary engagement (H 1.8)

In the Czech environment, the role of voluntary engagement appears to be comparable
between all four actors, regardless their sectoral affiliation. Those from the market do not
engage volunteers into their operations, as they have paid staff available. Even the third
sector organization does not cooperate with volunteers. Only the smallest market actor
includes voluntary work into its activity, which is participation in its ethics committee.
On the contrary, voluntary engagement represents very important part of the actors’
operations in Denmark. These are the third sector organizations, where more than 75% of
staff consists of volunteers.

Also in Spain, very high level of voluntary engagement is observed. Volunteers play an
important role in both, organizations promoters of selected projects and in the
management of many activities conducted through the entire Spanish area. Importantly,
some projects could not be performed without the support of volunteers at all. Since
organizations engaged in selected projects have only few employees, the ratio of
volunteers relative to staff is frequently high.

The engagement of volunteers in organizations involved in selected activities appeared to
be a distinguishing feature between analyzed countries. While in Denmark and Spain the
volunteers represent a significant part of staff of organizations, the Czech actors mostly do
not engage volunteers into their activities.
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5.10.

‘Unengaged’ forms of volunteering (if applicable) (H 1.9)

None of the Czech major actors benefit from any unengaged forms of volunteering, such as
episodic or compulsory voluntary engagement. This is a common feature across the
sectors, applicable also to the third sector organization.

The situation is opposite in Denmark, where very high level of unengaged forms of
volunteering can be detected. The volunteering is rather episodic and there is high
fluctuation among volunteers.

Forms of unengaged volunteering can be observed in Spanish major actors as well. Such
volunteers are not involved in decision making processes, due to the lack of commitment.
They also receive no economic compensation. In addition, the volunteers are not engaged
in compulsory volunteering, since all of them collaborate on their own free will.

Regarding three selected countries, only in Denmark and Spain forms of unengaged,
however not compulsory, volunteering could be observed.
5.11.

Linkage between advocacy work and service provision (H 1.10)

In the context of the Czech actors, there is low or medium ability to tie together advocacy
and service provision observed. Even though the actors from the market as well as the
third sector organization claim that advocacy, unlike the service provision, is not their
focus, participation in fora and active membership in associations show there is
opportunity for lobbying, which is actually not neglected by the actors. However, the
linkage is not considered as very strong.
On the other hand, the Danish major actors appear to have strong or even very strong
linkage between advocacy and service provision. They engage in advocacy and tie it with
their role of providing services to vulnerable groups.

In case of Spain, there is an important difference between the third sector organizations in
the field and the public and private sectors. The third sector fosters financial users’
empowerment in the field of CPAFS through an educational role and attention to highly
vulnerable groups. The main actors condemn injustices and social inequities and seek to
raise public awareness. Therefore, the linkage between advocacy and service provision is
crucial. On the other hand, the public and private sectors are focused on their educational
mission and they try to do it in a way as neutral as possible, without being involved in
social denunciations. No significant linkage between advocacy and service provision was
found here.
The strong interconnection between advocacy work and service provision was therefore
identified particularly in the third sector organizations (except the Czech case). Market
actors, who are mostly focused on service provision exhibit, on the other hand, lower or
even no linkage between these two activities.
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5.12.

Independence from external pressures (H 1.11)

Very high market pressure as well as political pressure can be identified in the Czech field
of alternative financial services. The field is highly regulated by law, with strong political
influence and fierce competition among market participants. Together with adverse public
opinion about financial institutions in general, all three market actors exhibit no
independence from external pressures. Only the third sector organization does not bear
the burden of negative public opinion, however is still highly influenced by the external
pressure, especially in terms of regulation.
Strong regulation by law is present in Denmark as well; however, both actors seem to be
more independent from the external pressure than those from the Czech environment,
probably due to the sectoral differences. The level of independence of Danish actors can be
evaluated as medium or high, however, these organizations depend on state in terms of
finance, because there is a need to meet certain requirements while applying for funding.
The highest independence from external pressures is observed in Spain. The organizations
promoters of the projects are in general very independent from potential external
pressures, such as economic, political or regulatory pressure.

The external pressure that is put on actors is diverse in all selected countries as well as its
perception of it. While the Czech actors consider external pressures as significantly
influencing their activities, actors in Denmark feel rather dependent, while actors in Spain
feel quite independent from them. Nevertheless, the same burden could be look at in
different ways. High regulation of the field in terms of legislation affects especially market
actors and their behaviour than the third sector organizations.
5.13.

Country comparison and synthesis

While comparing characteristics of the major actors involved in selected SI activities from
the Czech Republic, Denmark and Spain, similarities as well as differences were found. As
described below, not only the country itself, but also sector affiliation seems to play an
important role in diversity of analyzed organizations.

All the actors, regardless of the country affiliation, exhibit high external organizational
openness, with number of stakeholders and intense relations with them. They are also
highly embedded into society and their local community. Another resemblances that were
detected, but only across the third sector organizations, are high orientation towards
social needs as well as high degree of pro-social value sets, with emphasis on solidarity
and caring. Moreover, the linkage between advocacy and service provision was found, in
contrast to the market actors. Additionally, in the third sector organizations, lower
transaction costs were identified in comparison to their market counterparts. The
diversity of resources, especially in terms of funding is rather low in all countries, while
differences across sectors and countries were detected in terms of human resources
diversity.
Although several similarities were detected, there are also differences present between
selected countries. For example in terms of internal organizational culture, Danish and
Spanish actors show highly opened organizational cultures, while the Czech organizations
are located on the both sides of the scale. Another characteristic that distinguishes Danish,
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Spanish and Czech organizations is the level of independence on external pressures. While
the Spanish actors feel independent from external pressures, the actors in Denmark are
rather dependent. This contrasts with very high level of dependence of the Czech actors.
Nevertheless, the most striking difference was identified in relation to the involvement of
volunteers. The Czech actors, even from the third sector, mostly do not engage volunteers
into their activities. Voluntary engagement is, however, very strong in context of Denmark
and Spain. In addition, in these two countries, unengaged forms of volunteering were
observed as well.
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6. Innovation properties
In this section, we address two aspects of the selected SI stream in our countries, which is
the disruptiveness and strength of the innovation. Generally, given the selected social
innovation as dependent on specific technological innovation (development of digital
media, internet, digital literacy, electronic infrastructure etc.), some of the features and
dynamics of online education in alternative financial services share similar specificities
across all countries, or, are determined by technological - and not only social, cultural or
political - factors. On the other hand, we have also found many differences within the
countries themselves, not just among them.
Innovation trajectories and dynamism (disruptiveness of the innovation)
First, we analyze the pace of the innovation dynamics and distinguish between
incremental and radical innovation.
First, we look at to what extent the innovation emerged “out of blue” or rather started as a
continuation or upgrade or some other social process or phenomenon. In the Czech case,
we may speak of rather new phenomenon. There was virtually no pre-existing initiatives
for protection of consumers in alternative financial services via education. Generally, the
consumer protection, which was formerly in hands of the state started to disintegrate
early after 1989 and new needs arising from the transition to the capitalist economy, logic
of market and broadening of commercial providers of financial services remained largely
unreflected. Therefore, the appearance of online financial education was rather something
new, which did not follow previous patterns and was partially brought in from abroad (see
below). The Spanish and Danish cases are much less extreme in this regard. The consumer
protection via education in general was not discontinued from the past so the new online
initiatives often followed previous activities oriented at protection of consumers of
alternative financial services. This may be illustrated on some of the projects that were
explored here - the project Economía Solidaria stems from the initiative founded in 1995,
and generally, there are other Spanish projects of this age in our dataset. At the same time,
we see generally much younger projects of financial education in Denmark but the
consumer protection in terms of financial services was significantly present also before
the launch of online projects, especially through the public services. These differences
among countries are also given by the different time they entered the EU where the
regulations of the issues was on the agenda.

Second, we look at the level of transformation of the field of activity. Quite paradoxically,
as there was virtually non-existing significant consumer protection environment in
financial education in the Czech Republic, the whole field was rather created than radically
transformed, so we may in a sense speak about radical transformation when something
new was established. On the other hand, the transformation was less fundamental in Spain
and in Denmark. Once the process of establishing the social innovations here was rather
the process of digitalization of existing financial education and protection of consumers.
This might be illustrated also by the extent to which the new digital media are being used
in all online education projects that were identified and explored in all countries: while the
Czech projects utilize the most interactive online tools for educating the public (as the
projects often started from the scratch in the era of widely spread internet technologies),
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we see slightly less interactive tools in the case of Spain (where many projects were
transformed into new digital age, but at the same time this was often organized by the civil
society which followed closely new digital trends) and the case of Denmark clearly shows
that the transformation of former or existing projects from offline to online and interactive
activities is still under progress and appears to be fairly gradual.
To conclude, we may identify the innovation as rather radical in the Czech case, more
incremental (or less radical) in the case of Spain and rather incremental in the case of
Denmark.
‘Strength’ of the innovation: country-specific particularities

Second, we look at the strength of social innovation in the three countries. More
specifically, we ask about the timing, quality, originality and impact of financial education
via online means.
In terms of timing, one needs to acknowledge that this social innovation is somewhat
dependent also on technological innovations especially in terms of spreading of digital
technologies, internet infrastructure etc. In this sense, the timing of financial education via
online tools in the countries in the study is rather similar. However some details are
different: the projects identified in the Czech Republic are most often 4 and 5 years old,
and something similar apply also in the Spain - but with the tendency of both having much
more recent projects on the one hand, and much more older ones on the other. In other
words, the distribution of project emergence in time is much more continuous, even if the
peaks are almost the same as in the Czech case. The case of Denmark is more different
with the tendency towards more recent emergence of projects. Generally, the innovation
was earliest in the Spanish case and evolved rather moderately, emerged later in the Czech
case but was more extensive here, and the last country hit by this innovation was
Denmark, which also witness the least extensive evolution of this innovation.

In terms of quality or scope of the innovation in selected countries, some differences may
be also identified. The Czech case is characterized by the close relation between financial
education in finance and online tools as the former basically started to exist via the latter.
This also helped to make this symbiosis quite widespread and intensive. In the Spanish
case, this innovation is largely produced by the third sector organizations, which brings in
higher flexibility and broader scope of the use of financial education via the new media
and tools. On the other hand, we may see that the Danish case which is characterized by
the much more important role and initiative of public administration the symbiosis of
financial education and online tools is rather underdeveloped.
As far as the originality of the social innovation is concerned, slightly different patterns
may be observed. The Spanish case illustrates the bottom up processes of transfer of the
digital technologies into the consumer protection inspired by the existing local or national
social threats and problems. The Danish case illustrates the opposite rather hesitant
attitude of the public administration towards this model, but at the same time, the
innovation rather follows from regional or national social problems and circumstances.
The Czech case represents a mixed type. On the one hand, the nonprofit sector initiated
the financial education via online tools. On the other hand, the private sector which is by
far more important in the spreading of this innovation seems to transfer it from other
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countries where their headquarters are situated (and the spread of the innovation was
motivated by commercial interests).

The most demanding evaluation of the strength of social innovation is its impact – both in
terms of its capacity to affect individuals and its substantiality. The first aspect is really
difficult to address also because of the technologies used (while it is possible to count
single number of accesses to particular online projects, it is much harder and beyond the
scope of this project to evaluate the impact of these projects). During our research of
particular projects we encountered complaints of the insiders of the project to assess their
impact and influence on their fellow citizens. On the other hand, it is somewhat less
difficult to address the substantiality of the innovation in the three countries. As was
already mentioned, since it was the very emergence of this innovation that transformed
the field of consumer protection in alternative financial services in the Czech case, we may
rate its substantiality here as very high. Somewhat lesser substantiality of this innovation
may be identified in the Spanish case as it definitely help to spread the financial education
provided especially grass-root third sector initiatives, but it might be argued that the large
capacity of this sector to spread ideas and education into the society would enable the
third sector to promote financial education in a substantive way also without the online
tools. Actually, in the Spanish case, many actors have become engaged in the Financial
Education, such as citizens, solidarity organizations, TSOs, the supervisors of the financial
system, banks and banking foundations, the Ministry of Education, the Government, the
consumer protection bodies, etc. A high level of capillarity has been achieved and many
projects have been held. Nevertheless, the experts interviewed believe that the level of
strength of the innovation in Spain is still medium-low and much remains to be done in the
future. Finally, it seems that in the Danish case we see that the social innovation has not
entirely transformed the existing field and that some of the dominant actors here are
rather hesitant to promote it as something that makes a difference and improve the status
quo dramatically. To conclude, it seems that the financial education via online tools has
been strongest in the Czech case, medium-low in Spain and rather low in Denmark.
7. Lessons learned and way ahead
In this work package, consumer protection in alternative financial services (CPAFS) was
the field of interest. To summarize, the research activities were focused on:

● Educational and awareness-raising activities in the field of AFS
● Focusing on the vulnerable social groups
● Having a significant online character
As this SI stream is a mix of two types of activities: online activities & financial education,
let us briefly define particular components.

For “online character” we consider utilizing new (digital) media and communication tools
by citizens, activists and their networks aiming at increasing awareness, providing
information, and empowering the consumers of AFS. Furthermore, financial education
embraces wide range of financial education activities and forms, sometimes combined
with the financial consumer protection measures. Such educational activities are usually
provided by both nonprofit and private organizations, jointly forming educational
programs aiming at the raising financial literacy in a population.
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Our unit of analysis is an online educational project - a website specializing in education
and awareness-raising of any potentially vulnerable social groups (ethnic minorities,
elderly citizens, children and students etc.).
Although our extensive research has brought many new findings, the most important ones
relate to the basic structure of the particular national fields, individual institutional actors
involvement, characteristics and relationships.

As evident from our research results, It is not only the quantity of involvement of civil
society what matters. Also its quality and role reflect the broader contextual settings.
From the beginning, we assumed that the socio-economic history of the country would be
significantly reflected in the institutional framework and the role of individual actors. It
turned out that these factors expressed either in a particular form of the welfare state, or
the type of nonprofit regime, were really crucial in this context. From this perspective,
Czech Republic can be characterized by the substantial role of business in the organizing,
financing and implementation of educational projects in the field. Czech Republic
represents a kind of post-socialist (or better “privatized”) settings leading to the
leadership role of business in the consumer protection with civil society as its „little
helper“ at best. In the Czech Republic, financial markets have been only poorly regulated
for a long time as this field was completely left to the market, its invisible hand and
rational behaviour of consumers capable to make reasonable decisions and to distinguish
between good and poor services. Governments have not sufficiently regulated financial
services for more than two decades; public agencies also basically ignored the consumer
protection in the field. Financial services were perceived as the “market without
adjectives”. That is also connected with the fact that predatory behaviour of some of the
private non-banking providers have negatively influenced the market environment in the
field.

Financial services market still has not a good reputation (which had been even worse
several years before). All above mentioned finally led to the efforts of the business actors
to cultivate the field and improve their own image and reputation. Business plays an
extremely important role in the field, but the state is in the context of consumer protection
in finance also relatively important (financing, regulation, general legislation, etc.). Of
course, in the field of online education, the role of public institutions is much less
pronounced. And further, TSOs also occupy an important position, whether as organizers
of the project, or often as advisers of the business organizers.
The “Financial education” project was organized and funded by the private sector association of banking institutions (with the aim of protection of consumers as well as the
business and predictability of the market). We identified only minor involvement of
regulator (at the beginning also representation of the formal authority, already left the
project). And what's most important, almost no contacts with the civil society could be
traced. Another project was initiated and funded by business non-banking loans provider
as CSR strategy, organized by business in cooperation with nonprofit (consumer
association), and temporarily also with the regulator (representation of formal authority).

In our study Denmark represents “traditional” social democratic settings leading to the
predominant role of the state. However, this is the “modern” institutional framework
admitting the initiative of the nonprofit while the government controls resources. Private
sector (business) is employed in a „non-profit“ manner, which is remarkable and in
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contrast with the almost strictly for-profit motives of the Czech private actors (or at least
some of them). One Danish project was initiated by the regulator and nonprofit
organizations, funded by the state and local municipalities. Local municipalities also
collaborate by offering data for the non-profit organizer of the project. Counselling is
provided by qualified volunteers also from the private sector (“nonprofit manner” of forprofit sector engagement). Second project was initiated by the non-profit, funded by the
state, counselling provided by volunteers from legal & financial sector, private sector is
engaged only in the non-profit manner (advertising and project promotion).

Southern settings characterizes the Spanish case where social economy perspective allows
significant and active role of nonprofit actors. Spanish projects are embedded within the
framework designed by network of public institutions, associations and foundations, think
tanks, consumer organizations and private partners, initiated and funded by private sector
(CECA) with broad experience with conducting social and solidarity-based activities and
traditionally providing resources to social work. Similar environment is characteristics
also for the second Spanish project rooted in the nonprofit and fair-trade environment,
initiated and coordinated by the network of nonprofits and of local or territorial
associations, companies and public administrations.
The study’s limitations
The study and the interpretation of results obviously have several limitations that stems
both from the selected research design but also from the available data. First, we opted for
the case study design which enables us to provide in-depth insights into the selected cases
of social innovations and understand its evolution in a certain context. However, while
increasing validity of our research (and using process tracing methods), the reliability of
our study may suffer from low number of cases. Even if we attempted to select most
different cases from the list of education projects it is hard to generalize our findings from
the two representatives of the whole SI stream under study.

At the same time, even if process tracing method reinforces the validity of our research on
causal mechanisms and relations through which the social innovation, its implementation
is more demanding in cross-country comparison. In other words, while the inductionoriented variants of process tracing would be easier for the use in different cultural and
political contexts, the outcome-explaining type of process tracing that was selected for our
research is more demanding on the coordination of research teams in different countries
(identification of functional equivalents of various factors, actors, and processes,
standardization of measurement tools etc.).

Furthermore, process tracing methods are demanding in terms of data - identification of
causal mechanisms requires detailed insight into the causal mechanisms and are
dependent on the availability of informants and materials. This might be a problem in case
of projects led by private companies (unwilling to share their know-how and internal
data) or NGOs with a high fluctuation of personnel.
The need for future research
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Aforementioned weaknesses of the study point out also to the needs for a future research.
First, as many projects were identified in the three countries, future research might
include much more cases to provide more data for a comparison. This would increase the
reliability of our findings substantially.

At the same moment and given one of the findings of our research (context-dependence of
various actors´ involvement in social innovation processes), more countries could be
invited for the future research - especially those with different models of nonprofit sector
role in the society and constellation of private and public actors and institutions in the
field of alternative financial services. One of the most interesting models could be the
German or Austrian one, and also France and UK could provide interesting material for
analysis of the impact of environment on the processes of involvement of various actors
into the social innovations.
Finally, some of the aspects of financial education via online tools are hard - but not
impossible - to research. One of the future directions could therefore be the analysis of
impacts of these processes on their users. This would probably require significant
resources as the unit of analysis here would be the single clients of certain online services
and the costs and complexity of this research would be enormously high. Nevertheless, it
is the task that could be done in the future.
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Appendix 1: List of topics to be consulted with insiders

WP6: CONSUMER PROTECTION

List of topics to be consulted with insiders

Provided by MU

Time allocation: 1h – 1,5h
-

Introduction
Introduction of the project ITSSOIN
Field: Consumer Protection in Alternative Financial Services (CPAFS)
SI Stream: Online financial educational and awareness-raising activities focusing on the
vulnerable social groups

Project (PT)
1. Startup of the project
a. When did it start?
b. Who´s idea was it? Who brought it in? From where? Was the project
created in response to demands of the society? What is the motivation
behind it?
c. Who helped to realize the idea and why?
d. Why was the idea/its realization possible?
e. Why it did not take place earlier or somewhere else?
f.
In case the project was developed from traditional financial education
activities, when the change of orientation towards online presentation
happened?
2. Change of the actors involved in the project
a. Who are the main stakeholders of the project and what are their roles
(partners, clients, public sector, media)?
b. Are there any important opponents of the project?
c. Are any volunteers engaged in the project and what is their role?
d. Was there a change in sponsor/sponsors of the project and when?
e. Was there a change in provider of the online service and when?
f. Has another actor entered into or stepped out from the project and when?
g. What were the changes in the people working for the project? Why and
when?
3. Change of the structure of the project
a. Where there any changes in orientation towards different target groups
and when?
b. Where there changes in using different tools and methods, and when?
c. Were there any significant changes in the main idea of the project, why and
when?
d. Were the first reflections of the project realization used to change any
aspects of the project?
4. Important milestones of the project
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a. Where there any events (e.g. stakeholders’ roundtables, policy change,
closing the project threads, change in financing etc.) that would change or
influence future orientation of the project and when?
5. Important factors influencing the project
b. Which other factors or groups have/had the greatest influence on the
evolution of the project (e.g. financial crisis, media campaign, opinions and
attitudes of political elites, public perception)?
6. Current state of the project
a. What is the current state (phase) of the project?
b. Is there a future development of the project intended?
c. Does the project has greater or smaller impact on the consumer protection
in alternative financial services?
d. Do you consider the “Online financial educational and awareness-raising
activities focusing on the vulnerable social groups” as an important social
innovation within CPAFS?
7. Important documents or references
References to important documents related to the innovation process
a.
(strategies, policies, grants, press releases, relevant articles in journals
etc.).

Organizational Traits (QCA)
A. Sector affiliation
B. Social needs orientation (H1.1):
a. What is the central orientation (main goals, functions etc.) of the organization?
b. Does it tend to serve particularly vulnerable people?
c. Does it tend to pick up socially pressing issues, although this might contain
risk?
d. Does it advocate neglected issues politically? (Does the issue seem pressing but
stigmatized or unpopular and therefore largely untouched? Are there only very
few parties caring about the issue? Is it a ‘no-theme’ in the specific country,
while it is heavily debated in others?)
e. Who have you decided to work with, and why did you choose that beneficiary
group as opposed to another?
In your view, what are the consequences (internal or external to the
f.
organization) of working with this beneficiary group?
C. Pro-social value sets (H1.2):
a. What are the main values that guide the organization’s actions?
b. What is the relation of customers/consumers/beneficiaries/ other
stakeholders to the organization? And motives guide the organization in
responding to the different groups’ requests?
D. Open organizational culture (Internal) (H1.3):
a. What is the organizational structure (e.g. how many levels)
b. In how far is the management approach (de-)centralized (i.e. authority is
delegated)?
c. What are the mechanisms for involving non-executive (non-managerial) staff
in decision making?
d. Is there evidence of shared decision making within the organization and with
partner organizations?
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E.
a.
b.

c.
F.

G.
a.

b.
c.

H.
a.
b.
c.
d.
I.

J.
a.

e. Is there an indication of staff diversity? Prompt: Are there equal proportions of
men and women, different ethnic groups, people with different sexual
orientation, chronic conditions, represented at different levels (including
leadership levels)?
f. If the organization is a membership organization, what is the role of members?
(Which influence do they have? Do they have informational, operational, veto
or other rights?)
Organizational Openness (External) (H1.4):
What is the role of service users? Prompt: Are they actively involved in decisions about the
organizations or about service delivery? Are they running activities themselves? If so,
what types of activities are these and how do they matter to the organization (how
important are they)?
What is the role of other external stakeholders? Prompt: Are they actively involved in
decisions about the organizations or about service delivery?
Does the organization actively engage in policy dialogues?
Transaction costs (H1.5):
a. Are there established fora for institutional opportunity of exchange with
others?
b. Is it possible for the organization to gain expert advice from stakeholders
without costs?
c. How many funding bodies can be noticed and what are the contractual
arrangements with them? Prompts: For example, are there many changing
funding sources? What are the governance and auditing arrangements with the
funding bodies?
d. Is there evidence that trust replaced contracts (or vice versa)?
e. How high is the estimated administrative burden/are the costs of data
gathering associated with performance management/ monitoring internally
and to meet requirements of external funders
Social capital (H1.6):
How embedded is the organization in the local/regional context? Prompt: Is it a member
organization?
How much do others trust the organization?
How many stakeholder contacts does the organization have and how intense are they
(e.g., judged by the regularity of exchange or the sensitivity of issues discussed)
Resource Diversity (H1.7):
What are the funding streams the organization uses?
How much does employee training and expertise vary?
How divers is the staff as regards social characteristics?
How many different contractual work relations are there in the organization?
Voluntary engagement (H1.8):
a. How many volunteers are there relative to paid personnel?
b. Are there any fora where volunteers can present novel ideas?
c. Are volunteers recruited if they have distinguished themselves?
d. What is the role of volunteers? Prompt: Are they actively involved in decisions
about the organizations or about service delivery? Are they running activities
themselves?
‘Unengaged’ voluntary engagement (H1.9):
In how far is the engagement of volunteers strictly regulated as regards their activities in
the organization (regulations within the organizations and/or legal ones, if such should
exist)?
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b.
c.
d.

How many volunteers are part of compulsory volunteering schemes?
What’s the level of compensation for volunteering?
How much episodic volunteering is there? What is the average volunteer retention
period?
K. Advocacy and Service provision (H1.10):
a.
Is the organization mainly engaged in discourse or also in activity and vice versa? What
exactly does this look like?
L. Act independent from external pressures (H1.11):
Does the field or the organization face budget cuts? And if so does it matter to the
a.
organization or not? (inhibit its range of action) Prompt/alternative: If the pressure exists,
what helps you resist it?
b. Is the field heavily regulated? And if so does it matter to the organization or not?
c. Is the field very competitive? And if so does it matter to the organization or not?
d.
Is the public opinion on the field negative? And if so does it matter to the organization or
not?
M. Magnitude of contribution by the organization to the social innovation stream in the
field
a. Essentially, would the SI stream exist without the organization?
In which part relative to others has the organization contributed to the SI stream? (based
b.
on the tracing of the process?
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Appendix 2: List of topics to be consulted with bystanding experts

WP6: CONSUMER PROTECTION

List of topics to be consulted with bystanding experts

Provided by MU

Time allocation: 1h – 1,5h
-

Introduction
Introduction of the project ITSSOIN
Field: Consumer Protection in Alternative Financial Services (CPAFS)
SI Stream: Online financial educational and awareness-raising activities focusing on the
vulnerable social groups
Mapping the situation since 2000 until now.
How is the activity of your organization related to the analysed innovative trend?
Questions about the innovation trend
a. Do you know this trend? How and why did it emerge?
b. Do you consider it as social innovation? (definition: “new solutions (products,
services, models, markets, processes etc.) that simultaneously meet a social need
(more effectively than existing solutions) and lead to new or improved capabilities
and relationships and better use of assets and resources” (The Young Foundation
2012).)

Mapping of the context and conditions (cultural, political and economic context)
1. How are/were the broad social, economic or political settings related to the CPAFS
(e.g. statutory regulation, attitudes and opinions of political elites)?
2. Were there any important economic or political incentives for changes in the field
of CPAFS (such as national or EU initiatives, civil society campaigns, media focus,
business-oriented strategies)?
c. Were there any formal CSR requirements for enterprises and firms that foster the social
innovation in CPAFS?

Identification of important milestones and crossroads in the field of online financial
education in CPAFS
a. What are the most important milestones?
b. Can we identify different stages in the innovation process? Which ones are they?
c.
Were there any important crossroads that could lead to different evolution of the social
innovation?

De-commodification of the field CPAFS (QCA)
a. To what extent is the innovation part of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and to what
extent it is determined by the need of „doing good“ (warm glow)?
b. How far the commercial influence penetrates the field of CPAFS?
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Stratification of the field CPAFS (QCA)
a. Are there significant differences between users in the field (class stratification,
socioeconomic status, financial circumstances etc.)?

Dynamics of the field CPAFS (QCA)
a. How much is the field dynamic, how much it develops/ changes (e.g. in terms of regulation
of the field)?
b. Have new projects emerged (are there more of them or less of them in comparison with
the past)? Have been old projects closed? Are current projects being transformed,
following new directions?
c. Is the trend of consumer protection in Denmark/ Spain permanent/ long lasting (also in
comparison with other countries)? Does this trend strengthen or weaken?
Specific context
a. What are the best examples of the innovation trend in Denmark/ Spain?
b. What is your opinion about selected projects?
c. In comparison with other projects, do you think the selected projects have added
value?
Confrontation with identified projects (SI activities)

International context – The Czech Republic, Denmark, Spain
a. Does this innovation trend exist in above mentioned countries? Do you see there
similarities or differences?
b. What is the division of duties and responsibilities between business, the third
sector and the government in Denmark/ Spain, and also in the Czech Republic and
Spain/ Denmark? Is this division related to the trend/ innovation?

General questions
a. Do you consider an online financial education and educational activities aimed at
disadvantaged groups as a significant social innovation in the field of consumer protection
in alternative financial services?
b. Do you think that online financial education projects have fundamental or rather small
impact on users of alternative financial services?
Important documents and references
References to important documents related to the innovation process (strategies, policies,
grants, press releases, relevant articles in journals etc.).
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